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INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE LAWSOF ENGLISH
ORTHOGRAPHYANDPRONUNCIATION.

By PROF. R. L. TAFEL, A.M.,
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

The Elementary Sounds of Language in General, and of

the English Language in Particular.

INTRODUCTION.

§ 1. A strictly phonetic mode of writing prevailed originally in

those languages which produced their own alphabets, as in the San-

scrit, Arabic, Phoenician, &c. When these alphabets were after-

wards adopted by other languages, either some of the superfluous

signs were dropped, or deficiencies were made up by the introduc-

tion of new signs, as in the Greek, Latin, and also in the Russian of

the present day, so that these languages too may be regarded as pho-

netic. The same may be observed with regard to the Italian, Spa-

nish, German, and most other languages. In the French, and still

more in the English language, the case is different, for not only are

some of the consonants silent under certain conditions, but in the

English language, likewise, the vowels and diphthongs, or rather di-

graphs, have three or four different modes of pronunciation. Still,

even in these languages, the consonants which are now mute, were

formerly pronounced, and each of the vowels and diphthongs ex-

pressed but one sound. That such was the case in the Anglo-Saxon

language we may infer from the fact that the present Germanic tribes,

who originally spoke the same language with the Anglo-Saxons, still

retain this custom, and their written language, even at the present

day, is a reflex of their spoken language. In England the vowels

and diphthongs became diversified when the Anglo-Saxon language

was wedded to the French. Of this process I shall treat more ex-

tensively hereafter. This process was brought about in the popular

pronunciation, according to some fixed laws, based on the relation-

ship among the vowels themselves, and their affinity to some of the

consonants. This I shall endeavor to prove in a future part of my
work.

From this general statement of the changes which took place in

the English language, it is evident that before we can discuss the

vol. viii. —2n
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pronunciation of the English language at all, we require a minute

insight into the formation of the vowels and consonants, and into

their mutual relations. In support of my own theories I shall mainly

adduce the work of Dr. E. Briicke of Vienna, member of the Impe-

rial Academy of Sciences, on the principles of phonology, which was

first printed in the Journal of the Austrian Colleges for 185G, and

afterwards published separately, with the addition of a valuable plate,

exhibiting the various positions of the tongue, and of the mouth in

general, in the pronunciation of some of the vowels and consonants.

The researches of Dr. Briicke are carried on in the most systematic

and thorough manner, and the style in which he treats his subject

betokens at once the finished scholar and the man of clear under-

standing. Moreover, as he gives us in a nutshell, as it were, all that

has previously been done in this department, I regard him as the first

authority in all matters connected with the physiology of language.

Dr. Briicke opens his subject in the following manner : " In in-

vestigating the sounds of language we can proceed in a twofold way.

We can examine the manner in which cognate sounds become af-

fected by each other, and by tracing the changes which the various

sounds undergo, in the course of time, and in passing from one lan-

guage into another, we are enabled to draw conclusions as to their

nature and their several attributes. Such is the mode of the linguist.

On the other hand, we can institute direct observations and experi-

ments, with a view of ascertaining the way in which and the condi-

tions under which they are produced by the organs of speech; and

in this manner, also, we can accpuire knowledge concerning their re-

spective nature and properties. Such is the mode of the physiolo-

gist. Neither method, when properly applied, can ever lead to con-

tradictory results, but they may produce different results which are

mutually supplementary to each other; thus the linguist in the course

of his examinations may evolve a series of laws which are to be ex-

plained on physiological grounds. Unless the linguist take a physio-

logical view, he can never have a full idea of language; for, in rase

he neglects this, he only knows that much concerning language which

is heard by the ears and written with the hands ; he knows as little

about the wonderful mechanism which gives birth to language, as

about the hidden wheel-work directing the motions of an automaton.

Those laws which were formerly derived from euphony, are not so

much owing to this cause as to the mechanical arrangement of the

organs producing the sounds of language, which eau only produce

them with volubility and precision in certain combinations. It is
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certainly true that the linguists have always evinced an interest in

that part of science which treats of the formation of sounds, hut up

to the present day it cannot be said that they have heartily embraced

the facts revealed to them by physiology ; else they could not have

advanced such systems of sounds, in which not only the original re-

lationship existing between these sounds is disregarded, but even the

simple and the compound consonants are not strictly separated."

In these remarks I perfectly agree with Dr. Briicke, and I am
firmly persuaded, that all laws regarding the interchange of vowels

and consonants, and thus also the laws of English pronunciation, can

only be explained on a physiological basis.

§ 2. Of the history of phonology or the science of elementary

sounds Dr. Briicke gives us the following sketch :

"To judge from the systematizing and the development of the

written characters among the Hindoos, the physiological part of pho-

nology seems to have reached among them, at an early time, a high

degree of perfection ; indeed, much more so than among the Greeks.

At a later period the Arabians made a frequent and close study of

the sounds of language, while in Europe, during the middle ages,

phonology was not cultivated at all. However, it is only in modern

times that the results of a physiological study of the sounds of lan-

guage were applied to life and tested by practice. For there was

still an immense difference between writing many things on the for-

mation of the sounds in language, and being so far acquainted with

their essential nature as to be able to instruct beings deprived of the

sense of hearing in language by their sense of sight and feeling, and

thus to make them participants of the blessing of language."

" Pietro Ponce, a Spanish Benedictine monk, who must be re-

garded as the founder of the science of phonology, and the benefac-

tor of thousands of men, yea, their deliverer from a state of idiocy

like that of the brutes, was the inventor of the instruction of the

deaf and dumb. He died at Oiia A. D. 1584 His success,

both as regards the intellectual development of his pupils and their

facility in speaking, seems to have been very remarkable, according

to the trustworthy testimony of contemporaries. He is said to have

written a book on this subject, which has been lost."

" The oldest work extant on the instruction of the deaf and dumb
is written by Juan Pablo Bonet, ' Reduction de las lelras y arte para

ensehar a hablar los mutos : Madrid, 1620;' of which extremely

rare work there is a copy both in the Imperial and the University

libraries in Vienna. Its author was a secretary of the constable of
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Castile, whose brother had lost his sense of hearing, when he was

two years old, and hence was deaf and dumb. This circumstance

induced him to prosecute those studies, the fruits of which he be-

queathed to us in his work." ....
" Independently of the discoveries of the Spaniards, physiological

phonology and its practical application to the instruction of the deaf

and dumb was established by the celebrated John Wallis,* who pre-

fixed to his English grammar, first printed in 1653, a ' Tractatus

grammatico-physicus de loquela,' and in the years 1660 and 1661

instructed two deaf and dumb pupils. His success was no less re-

markable than that of Ponce, and in a letter to Amman, a Swiss

living in Holland, who about thirty years later discovered indepen-

dently the mode of instructing the deaf and dumb, he states that he

proceeded so far as to enable one of his pupils to pronounce the most

difficult Polish words, enunciated for him by a Polish nobleman, so

that the latter was astonished at his proficiency. As Wallis was a

very learned man, in elaborating his system of phonology he was en-

abled not only to take into consideration the English, but also the

Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, Persian, German, French, Cymric,

and Gaelic languages." ....

" The greatest progress in phonology was made towards the close

of the eighteenth century in Germany, at Vienna, where Wolfgang

run Kempelcn, in constructing his speaking-machine, was not only

led to investigate the manner in which man produces the sounds of

language, but also to examine the conditions under which they can

be pronounced at all. In these endeavors he was more successful with

regard to the consonants than the vowels, of which Robert Willis

(1828) first gave us a satisfactory account. However, the formation

of the vowels still presents to us considerable theoretical difficulties,

which it will take a long time perltaps to solve in a satisfactory

manner. With respect to all the rest we may say that Kempelcn

has left us a system of physiological phonology, which was improved

and completed, it is true, in after-times, but which was so firmly es-

tablished by him, that it furnishes the surest foundation for all sub-

sequent investigations."

* Dr. Briicke calls him erroneously n '•bishop.
1 '

He was no bishop, but pro-

fessor of geometry at Oxford, and afterwards one of the royal chaplains: he ira

also one of the earliest members of the ltoyal Society. Dr. Briioke evidently

confounds him with Bishop John Wilkin-;, who lived at the same time, ami rer,

dered himself famous by his "Essay Awards a real Character and Philosophical

Language."
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In his own researches, Br. Bruche bases himself on the works of

Kempelen and Willis, and at the close of his work, gives a synopsis

of the systems of J. Wallis (Gram. Lingua) Anglicse, Oxon. 1653),

Court tie Gebelin (Monde primitif, &c, Paris, 1757), Kempelen

(Mechanismus der menschlichen Sprache, Wien, 1791), du Bois-

Reymond (" Cadmus oder allgemeine Alphabetik," in a journal

called "die Musen," 1812), Chladni. (Gilbert's Annalen, 1824),

Pur/eine (Badania w przedmiocie fiziologii mowy ludzkiej, 1836),

Br. Jvh. Miller (Lehrbuch der Physiologic, 1844), Ellis (Essentials

of Phonetics), Bepsius (Das allgemeine linguistische Alphabet, Berlin,

1855), Max Miiller (Languages of the Seat of War, London, 1855).

In addition to these works, I have consulted Olivier (Urstoffe der

menschlichen Sprache, Wien), Bindseil (Abhandlungen zur Allge-

meinen Vergleichenden Sprachlehre, Hamburg, 1838. This work

is a general repository of everything almost that has been published

on the subject of phonology), K. Heyse (System der Sprachlaute in

Hbfer's " Zeitschrift fur die Wissenschaft der Sprache/' Vol. IV 1,

1853, and also in his "System d. Sprachwissenschaft," edited by

Steinthal, 1856), Falkmann (Declamatorik, Hannover, 1836), Rapp
(Physiologie d. Sprache, Stuttgart, 1836), Br. Bruch (Zur Phy-

siologie d. Sprache, Basel, 1854), Br. Rush (Treatise on the Human
Voice, Philadelphia), Sir John Herschel (Treatise on Sound, in

" Encyclopaedia Metropolitana"), and also the introductions prefixed

to the dictionaries of Walker, Smart, Webster, Worcester, and

Fliiijel. A great deal of information has been derived from the ex-

cellent articles of R. von Raumer on phonology, orthography, and

permutation of the consonants, in the Journal of the Austrian Col-

leges, where among other works he has also reviewed the essay of

Dr. Briicke. It is quite interesting to watch the encounter between

these two gentlemen, of whom the former represents the linguists,

desiring to acquire a physiological basis for their science, and the

latter the physiological observer, unembarrassed by any linguistic

system. In addition to his linguistic opponent, Dr. Briicke had to

cope with adversaries in his own camp, as with Professor Kudelka,

Dr. Merkel, &c.

As regards my own mode of proceeding in this matter, I became

early imbued with the idea that the problem of English pronuncia-

tion and orthography can only be solved on physiological grounds,

and thus, studying the interchanges of the vowels and consonants in

the English and other languages on the one hand, and experimenting

on the physiological formation of the vowels and consonants on the
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other, I developed a system of ray own, both of the vowels and conso-

nants, and by means of it endeavored to explain the subject of English

pronunciation. This system was elaborated by myself without the

assistance of any work on phonology, but on comparing it with the

results of others, and especially with those of Dr. Briicke, I was glad

to find that it coincided with the latter in all important particulars.

In the following dissertation I shall retain my own phraseology and

diagrams, which I do not find it necessary to alter, on comparing them

with the results of others. Wherever myown views differ materially

from the above authorities, or whenever I advance any new state-

ments, and also when I wish to substantiate my own theories by

the experiments of others, in accompanying remarks, I shall enter

more fully into the subject.

CHAPTERI.

ON ARTICULATE SOUNDSIN GENERAL.

§3. In language we distinguish three classes of articulate sounds,

viz., the vowels, semi-vowels, and consonants.

1. The vowels have this particular quality, that they can be

sounded loudly and continuously, and that in the formation of words

they may possibly do without consonants, as in 7, a, aye, &c, but

the consonants never without the vowels. The vowels arc emphati-

cally* the souls of words, while the consonants and semi-vowels are

their bodies or skeletons.

2. The semi-vowels, viz., r, I, m, n, partake of the nature both of

the vowels and of the consonants ; like the vowels they can be sounded

loudly and continuously, but like the consonants they ordinarily do

not form any words without the enlivening presence of the vowels.

In some languages they are even used in the place of vowels, as in

the Slavonic languages and the Sanscrit, or they represent entire syl-

lables, as in the English language (set' at the close of Chapter VIII).

3. The consonants arc mute, and can scarcely be heard, unless

they arc either preceded or followed by vowels; some consonants

can be prolonged like the vowels and semi-vowels, but they arc not

sonorous, as / and s; and in case they are sonorous, as /// in thee,

v and z, there are still other reasons excluding them from the semi-

vowels (see § 11).
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In addition to these three species of articulate sounds, there are

some sounds, viz., w and y, which may be called vowel-consonants.

They form a sort of connecting link between the vowels and conso-

nants, as we shall see hereafter, § 7.

[Rem. 1. —Concerning the application of the term articulate sound

to the vowel, Professor Fowler says in his English Grammar, page

99, " A consonant is, in the strict sense, an articulation, or an articu-

late sound. But in use, the term is extended to vowel-sounds."]

[Rem. 2. —The articulate sounds are usually divided by all lin-

guists and physiologists into two classes, viz., vowels and consonants,

and while the physiologists in general, including Dr. Briicke, make

no separate class at all of the sounds, r, 1, m, and n, but class them

among the rest of the consonants, the linguists usually divide the

consonants into mutes and liquids; and the liquids are sometimes

called semi-vowels, as by Sextus Empiricus, and also in the Sanscrit,

where, moreover, the vowel-consonants are included under this term.

My reason for making a separate class of the semi-vowels is, that,

although they agree in some important particulars with the conso-

nants, the history of language still shows that in the body of words

they display a very different power from the latter, making it ad-

visable to separate them entirely from them.]

CHAPTERII.

ON VOWELSAND VOAVEL-CONSONANTS.

§ 4. In the formation of the vowels, the air, coming from the

lungs, is first rendered sonorous by striking against the contracted

inferior ligaments of the glottis ; it is afterwards modulated, in passing

out by the mouth, by changes wrought in the shape of the pharynx

and of the cavity of the mouth ; these modulations are what are

called vowels.

The changes wrought in the pharynx are of too interior a nature

to b^distinctly noticed, but those which take place in the cavity of

the mouth can be very readily examined. They consist 1, in a

greater or lesser elevation of the middle portion of the tongue, either

in the anterior or posterior part of the mouth, and 2, in the enlarge-

ment, and greater or lesser contraction of the mouth.

When the tongue is in its natural position, with none of its parts
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raised, and when the opening of the mouth is at the same time en-

larged, we obtain the sound of a in father. Upon raising the middle

of the tongue, in the anterior part of the mouth, about midway, and,

at the same time, keeping the opening of the mouth enlarged, we

find that there is a transition from the sound of a in father to that

of e in edge or a in age. If, then, we continue to raise the middle

of the tongue, until we reach the roof of the mouth, still keeping the

opening of the mouth enlarged, we obtain the sound of i in machine.

If, in pronouncing the sound of i in machine, we contract the open-

ing of the mouth to the utmost of its capacity and, at the same time,

thrust the lips forward, then gradually draw the middle of the

tongue into the posterior part of the mouth, suffering it there to

touch the soft palate, it will be found that there is a transition from

the sound of i in machine into that of u inflate. If, then, we there

lower the raised part of the tongue about midway, and, at the same

time, relax somewhat the contraction of the opening of the mouth,

we arrive at the sound of o in note; and if we lower the tongue

altogether; and gradually enlarge the opening of the mouth, we again

arrive at the sound of a in father from which we started.

[Rem. —This whole process may be verified by the reader, upon

inspecting his organs of speech, during the pronunciation of these

several vowels, with the help of a looking-glass. In order to be able

to do this, he must, however, train himself to pronounce the sounds

of u Inflate and of o in note with the mouth wide open. There is

no difficulty in doing this, inasmuch as a contraction of the opening

of the mouth, although it is of great assistance in the pronunciation

of these sounds, is by no means necessary for their production. Upon

inspecting the position of the tongue in the pronunciation of a in

father, the reader will observe that the tongue is as it were drawn

back into the mouth, so as to leave the space behind the lower teeth

exposed ; the use of this drawing back of the tongue is partly to pro-

duce in the pharynx the necessary shape for the production of this

sound, and partly, also, to obtain as much resonance in the cavity of

the mouth, as is required for a proper enunciation of this sound.

In the pronunciation of a in age the reader will perceive that the

tip of the tongue is pushed forward and raised to the level of the

lower teeth, and its middle portion at the same time elevated. With

regard to the pronunciation of the sounds of t in machine
}

a inflate,

and o in note, I have nothing more to say, except that the reader

will find my statements as to the mode of their production verified.

In case he should, however, experience any difficulty in pronouncing
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the two latter sounds with the mouth wide open, in order to con-

vince himself of the fact that in the pronunciation of o in note, the

middle of the tongue is raised about midway in the posterior part of

the mouth, let him put one of his fingers lengthwise into the

mouth, and pronounce successively the vowels a in father, and o

in hole, and he will find that in the pronunciation of a in father the

tongue remains entirely undisturbed, but in the pronunciation of o

the middle of the tongue is raised and presses against the finger,

which pressure increases upon the pronunciation of u in flute.']

From this description it is evident tbat the changes in the cavity

of the mouth which contribute to the modulation of the vowels, con-

sist in an elevation and depression of the middle of the tongue in

the anterior and posterior parts of the mouth ; it is evident, also,

that the true order of succession of the vowels is a, e, i, u, o, a,

&c. in fxther, Edge, machine, flute, and note, and that there is a na-

tural transition from each of these vowels into the next.

With regard to the process by which the several vowel-sounds are

formed, I must further observe, that, although the position of the

middle of the tongue, and the enlargement and contraction of the

opening of the mouth are essential to a full pronunciation of each of

these vowels, they are by no means the only part of the mouth in-

fluencing their modulation. Each change in the position of the

middle of the tongue, and in the enlargement and contraction of the

opening of the mouth, is the effect of a certain disposition of those

organs of speech which effect an alteration in the shape of the ca-

vity of the pharynx, viz., the larynx, the root of the tongue with

the os Ungues, the muscular portion of the pharynx itself, and the

soft palate with the uvula, which opens and shuts the passage to the

nostrils. The changes in these parts of the mouth are beyond our

scrutiny, as well as beyond our control. All we can know about their

disposition is, that during the pronunciation of a in age and i in ma-

chine, where the tongue is drawn into the anterior part of the mouth,

and presses more or less against the palate, the space in the pharynx

must be greatest, whilst in the pronunciation of u in flute, and o in

note, where the tongue is drawn into the posterior part of the mouth,

it must be smallest (read also the experiments of Dr. Czermack with

regard to the greater or lesser tension of the soft palate in the pro-

nunciation of the several vowels, in Remark 2) ; however, of the pe-

culiar deflections and the shape of the pharynx during the pronun-

ciation of each of the vowels, we have as yet no definite particulars.

There is one circumstance showing us clearly the effect of the in-

vol. viii. —2o
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ternal parts of speech on the modulation of the vowels ; for, upon

making the attempt, we find that an arrangement merely of the outer

parts of the mouth, without a corresponding disposition of its inner

parts, is not sufficient for the modulation of the vowels. For in-

stance : let the outer parts of the mouth be kept in the position

which they occupy in the pronunciation of i in machine, and let the

interior parts of the mouth be disposed for the pronunciation of the

vowel a in father, i. e , let the reader try to pronounce the sound of

a in father, with the tongue in the position which it occupies in the

pronunciation of i in machine, and he will find, after some trials,

that he may succeed in pronouncing the sound of a in father, or at

least an approximation to it, under these circumstances. It does not,

however, follow from this that the conclusions at which we arrive,

by carefully noting the changes in the position of the middle portion

of the tongue, and in the enlargement and contraction of the open-

ing of the mouth, are based upon fallacious grounds; for I hold, as I

have stated above, that the changes in the arrangement of the outer

parts of the mouth are effects, corresponding to changes wrought in

the disposition of its inner parts ; and were we enabled to analyze

the changes in the latter as well as in the former parts, we might

thence deduce results similar to those at which we arrive by consi-

dering the positions of the mere outer parts. I shall, therefore, in

speaking of the formation of the several vowels, continue to treat the

position of the middle portion of the tongue, and the enlargement

and contraction of the opening of the mouth as prime factors, but I

wish distinctly to be understood, that, in saying that a certain posi-

tion of the tongue, together with a proportionate enlargement or

i Qtraction of the opening of the mouth, determines the particular

sound of a vowel, I, at the same time, suppose a corresponding ar-

rangement of the interior parts of the mouth, or, in other words,

I suppose a disposition on their part to pronounce those vowel-sounds

for the pronunciation of which the outer parts of the mouth have

been arranged.

Upon analyzing the positions of the tongue in the formation of the

above vowel-sounds, we find that they describe a curve, resembling

a circle or an ellipse. The point 1, denotes the place where the

tongue is at rest
;

point 2, where the middle of the tongue is raised

half-way in the anterior part of the mouth
;

point 3, where the

middle of the tongue reaches the anterior part of the palate
;

poiut

4, where it reaches its posterior part
;

point 5, where it is lowered

in the posterior part of the mouth about midway; and point 1,
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where it is again at rest. The vowels which are formed in points 1,

2, and 3, are pronounced with the opening of the mouth enlarged

;

those which are formed in the points 4 and 5 with the opening of

the mouth contracted.

Let this series of vowel-

sounds be pronounced in

the order here indicated,

and let the regions of the

mouth be noticed into

which the several vowels

are conveyed by the ac-

tion of the tongue during

their modulation, and it

will be found that the

position of each in the

diagram is correct. Let the reader afterwards repeat this series se-

veral times in one breath, and he will not fail to notice how much
the pronunciation of the series is like describing a circle or oval in

the cavity of the mouth by means of the tongue. Moreover, the

vowel-line does not necessarily run from point 1 to points 2, 3, 4,

and 5, but it may also run from point 1 to points 5, 4, 3, and 2, and

thence back to point 1.

We, hence, see that the above vowel-sounds describe a circle or

an ellipse, running either from right to left, or from left to right.

[Rem. 1. In comparing the positions which I have assigned to each

of these vowels, with those laid down by Dr. Briicke in the plate, at

the end of his volume, the reader will find that they agree perfectly.

Dr. Briicke has only sketched the three vowels a in father, i in ma-

chine, and u inflate ; the vowels e in edge or a in age, and o in note,

he regards as intermediate sounds between the former.

Willis produced the vowel a in father by letting the cog of a cog-

wheel strike against a watch-spring of a certain length. By short-

ening the spring, this sound passed over into that of a in age, and

i in machine, and by lengthening it into that of o and u. The same

result he obtained by shortening and lengthening a pipe, in which a

sound was produced by the vibration of a tongue. Dr. Briicke re-

peated these experiments. He could not produce any vowel-sounds

from the watch-spring, but he succeeded in obtaining them from the

pipe. Compared with the vowels of the human voice, he says they

were very indistinct ; but still he thinks that Willis lighted upon a

very important point in the matter. He, moreover, says that a varia-
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tion of the sounds is produced by enlarging and contracting the ori-

fice of the pipe. Kerupelen produced his vowels by applying an

India-rubber funnel to his vocal apparatus and closing its aperture

more or less with his hand. Dr. Briicke repeated this experiment

also, and found that the vowels thus obtained, were no worse than

those elicited from the pipe ; on the contrary, a little better. From

these two experiments, Dr. Briicke concludes that the vowels of the

human voice are produced by a lengthening and shortening of the

vocal tube, and a greater or lesser contraction of the opening of the

mouth. Thus, in the pronunciation of u \n flute, he says the vocal

tube is elongated the most. He also admits that this sound may be

produced with the opening of the mouth enlarged, but not unless

the jaws and lips approach somewhat, analogous to the contraction of

the orifice of the funnel. In a similar manner he accounts for the

other vowels. To this explanation Prof. Kudelka (Ueber Herrn

Dr. Briicke's Lautsystem, Wien, 1858, page 18) objects that Dr.

Briicke makes no account of the experiment of Kratzenstein (Peters-

burg, 1781), who produced the vowels in an artificial manner by

fixing sundry pipes of an odd shape to a vocal apparatus ; and in

making an application of this third experiment to the human organs

of speech, he says that in the pronunciation of the vowels the vocal

tube is not only lengthened and shortened, and its orifice expanded and

contracted, but also its very shape altered by the various positions of

the tongue. In this he is correct, but he does not inform us what

particular shapes the tongue assumes. He even thinks it unneces-

sary, as, according to his wise remark, everybody knows by practice

how to place his tongue, in order to pronounce the several vowels.

—

With regard to the formation of the vowels, it is my opinion that by

the contraction and various disposition of the parts forming the pha-

rynx, different angles are produced, by which the voice is deflected

as it proceeds from the glottis. By this deflection the rudiment of

some one of the vowels is impressed upon the sonorous breath, which

is afterwards developed into a full vowel by the corresponding shape

of the cavity of the mouth, as it passes out by the mouth.

With regard to the arrangement uf the internal parts of the mouth,

Dr. Briicke states (page 20) that Purklne first rightly observed that

in passing over from a in father to a in age the pharynx, /'. c. the

space between the larynx, the muscular portion of the pharynx itself,

the soft palate, and the root of the tongue, is enlarged and remains

so during the pronunciation oi' i in machine. This enlargement of

the pharynx he explains as a necessary consequence of the muscular
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force by which the middle portion of the tongue is raised towards

the palate in the pronunciation of these vowels, and the os Ungues,

and the larynx are elevated. In the pronunciation of u in flute, on

the other hand, he says, the space of the pharynx is most limited,

because the os lingua' and the larynx are most depressed. On this

same subject A. De Ghevallet (Origine et Formation de la Langue

Francaise, Seconde Partie, Paris, 1857), page 47, makes the follow-

ing remarks :
fi Les differentes modifications de la voix, appelees

voyelles, sont dues au reserrement plus ou moins considerable des parois

du gosier ou pharynx, au moment de remission de Fair sonore, ainsi

que l'a fort bien etabli M. Leon Vaisse.* Cette contraction des

muscles du pharynx suffit seule, il est vrai, pour la production du son

voyelle; mais ce son, confus a sa naissance, ne peut acquerir toute sa

precision et sa nettete qu'en traversant la bouche, dont certaines par-

ties, en vertu d'une connexion sympathique, affectent des poses, qui

correspondent aux diverses dimensions que peut prendre la cavite

pharyngienne." This gives, almost in the same words, my definition

of the generation of the vowels above, but Mr. De Chevallet's work

did not fall into my hands until this part of my work had been fully

elaborated. (See also the report of Dr. Czermack's experiments con-

cerning the tension of the soft palate in Rem. 2.) From these state-

ments it is rendered very evident that in the pronunciation of the

various vowels different angles are produced in the pharynx, modula-

ting and deflecting the vocal breath. The same theory that the

modulation of the vowels is effected in the pharynx is also held by

Olivier in his " Urstoffe, &c.
;

" page 86.

However, the formation of the vowels itself is not of so much im-

portance in our future investigation —it is the true order of the suc-

cession of the vowels which interests us most ; and there it will be

found that the experiments of Willis and Kempelen completely con-

firm my own theory; for they prove that from i in machine there is

a transition into a in age, and thence into a in father, o in note, and

u in flute, and also from u in flute into o in note, a in father, &c.

Between each of these vowels Dr. Briicke assumes an indefinite num-

ber of intermediate sounds, establishing their connection, and the

same thing he does between i in machine and u in flute, and thus

acknowledges their connection. He thus substantiates every one of

the opinions which I have advanced above. I must observe here

* De la parole considirCe au double point de vue de la physiologie et de la gram-

maire, par Loon Vaisse, 1853, broch. in S°. I endeavored to obtain a copy of

this, no doubt, interesting work, but did not succeed.
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that Dr. Brucke does not entertain in his work the idea of a vowel-

line, such as presented in my work; but, nevertheless, he furnishes

all the elements for constructing one.

A favorite diagram among the phonologists for the illustration of

the vowels (which is also used by Dr. Brucke) is a triangle, of which

a in father forms the apex and * in machine and u in flute the base;

of this we give here some specimens : No. 1 is used by Dr. Brucke,

page 23, No. 2 by Prof. Bapp (Physiologie d. Sprache, vol. i, page

30), No. 3 by Prof. Lepsius (in Bunsen's Philosophy of Universal

History, vol. ii, page 401) :

1.
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formation of the vowels and their relationship to one another, but, by

its means, we can also describe the minutest shades of these five

fundamental vowel forms which are noticed in the various languages,

and, finally, we are enabled also to represent by it in a satisfactory

manner the genesis of the diphthongs.

[Rem. 2. —The experiments of Dr. Czermack concerning the tension

of the velum palati during the pronunciation of the several vowels,

alluded to in the previous article, have been published in the Trans-

actions of the Imperial Academy at Vienna, March 12, 1857, page

6. They consist in Dr. Czermack's introducing through his nose a

very ingenious lever, in such a manner that one end of it bent in a

certain way and with a little was around it, rested on the velum pa-

led!, while the other end extended through the nose, and was fixed

in such a manner as to indicate the least motion of the velum. By
means of this lever Dr. Czermack found that the velum palati for

each vowel assumes a different position, or at least a different form.

Afterwards he had water injected through his nose, with his head

bent backward, and in pronouncing a in father he found that the

water was scarcely held back at all by the velum, while in pronounc-

ing i in machine he could easily retain it for some time, and likewise

in pronouncing u and o; but in pronouncing e in edge the water was

again held back with a greater difficulty. These results obtained by

the injection of the water tallied exactly with those obtained by the

lever. Dr. Czermack's conclusions from his experiments are these :

"The velum palati has for each vowel not only a definite declination

or arcuation, but most probably its tension also is varied, so that its

modulus of elasticity becomes changed; thus the shutting of the

nasal cavity in some vowels seems to be much more close and firm

than in others." This affection of the velum palati by the pronun-

ciation of the different vowels, goes very far to prove that in the pro-

duction of the vowels the sonorous breath becomes modulated or

deflected by different angles of the pharyngal cavity.

In addition to these experiments on the velum palati, Dr. Czer-

mack has also made some very highly interesting experiments on the

production of the human voice in the glottis, by means of Garcia's

laryngal speculum. His results, after having first appeared in the

Transactions of the Imperial Academy, have afterwards been pub-

lished separately in a monograph, entitled, " Der Kehlkopfspiegel,"

&c, to which I refer the reader.]

§ 5. The five vowel-sounds specified in the diagram above, viz., a

in father, e in edge, i in machine, u in rude, and o in hole, are the
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five general vowel-sounds common to all nations, and no other sounds

are designated by these letters in any other except in the English

language.

Besides these general vowel-sounds common to all languages, there

are also particular vowel -sounds, peculiar to individual tongues.

They are variations or shades of the general vowel-sounds, produced

either by changes in the opening of the mouth, or by slight alterations

in the positions occupied by the tongue in the pronunciation of each

of the general vowel-sounds. For instance, the vowel-sounds, a in

father, a in age, and i in machine, which are naturally pronounced

with the opening of the mouth enlarged, may also be pronounced

with the same contracted; or, leaving the opening of the mouth un-

disturbed, the tongue may be slightly raised from the standard posi-

tion which it occupies in the pronunciation of a in father, or else it

may be slightly lowered from the positions which it occupies in the

pronunciation of a in age, i in machine, u in flute, and o in note

;

always supposing, however, these changes to be attended with corre-

sponding alterations in the disposition of the internal organs of speech,

or rather regarding them as the effects of slight modifications wrought

in the arrangement of these internal parts.

As regards the former method of varying the general vowel-sounds,

viz., by a change in the opening of the mouth, it must be observed

that no change in the anterior parts of the mouth can possibly affect

the pronunciation of the general vowel-sounds, o in note and u in

flute, because their modulation is effected in the posterior part of the

mouth, near the soft palate, independently from any subsequent

change in the opening of the mouth ; these two vowel-sounds, there-

fore, although a contraction of the mouth is of great assistance in

their pronunciation, can still be distinctly uttered with the opening

of the mouth as much enlarged as in the pronunciation of a in father.

In the case of a in age and i in machine it is different, for their

modulation is effected in the anterior part of the mouth, and any

change there necessarily affects their sound. However, even in their

case a mere superficial contraction of the opening of the mouth, as in

the pronunciation of o in note, and even of u in flute, does not vary

their sound much, but the very cheeks also require to be contracted

in order to produce any decided change. If, then, we pronounce

the sound of a in age with the cheeks contracted, we get the sound

of the German letter o or of the French eu and oeu, and if we pro-

nounce i in machine in the same way we obtain the sound of the

German u and of the French u. The only difference between the
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German and French sounds consists in the latter being pronounced

with the tongue a little more depressed than is the case with the

German sounds. As regards the relation of these two particular

vowel-sounds in respect to the general vowel-sounds, it must be ob-

served that the German o or French eu is an intermediate sound

between o in note and e in edge or a in age, and its place is conse-

quently in the middle of our diagram ; the German ii or French v,

on the other hand, is an intermediate sound between i in machine

and u in flute, and it is consequently a member of the vowel-line.

The only variation of the general vowel-sounds obtained by this

method which is found in the English language, is the sound of a

in all or aio in laic. In its pronunciation the tongue remains in the

position of a in father, with the lower jaw more depressed, and the

cheeks and mouth contracted in the same manner as in the pronun-

ciation of o and ii. It is an intermediate sound between a in father

and o in note, and is consequently a member of the vowel-line. This

sound is confined to the English and Swedish tongues; in the latter

it is represented by the

sign o°, which I shall

adopt in the present

work ; this sound is also

found in some of the

southern German dia- 5
1 onote q I edae=e 1

lects, viz., the Suabian, \ /

Bavarian, and Austrian.

The relations between a°,

6, and ii, are the same as

between a in father, a in

age, and i in machine ; they form a sort of inuer circle in that de-

scribed by the five general vowel-sounds, as may be seen in the dia-

gram. They all have this feature in common, that in their pronun-

ciation the cheeks and mouth are contracted ; in a° the tongue is at

rest, though slightly raised towards o in note, in o it is raised half-

way, and in ii it reaches the roof of the mouth ; between each of

these sounds also there is an indefinite number of intermediate sounds,

establishing a connection between them.

In respect to the second method of varying the general vowel-

sounds, viz., by a slight alteration in the position of the tongue, the

pronunciation of all the general vowels is affected thereby. How-

ever, only variations of the sounds of a in father and a in age are in

use. It has been noticed above that in the pronunciation of a in

vol. viii. —2p
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father the tongue is as it were drawn back into the mouth, and the

space behind the lower teeth exposed ; if, now, the tongue is pushed

forward, so as to fill up the space behind the lower teeth, and if it is

at the same time raised on a level with the lower teeth, the sound of

a mfat is produced. This sound is peculiar to the English language,

and in most cases has superseded the sound of a in father, of which

it is a variation. If, on the other hand, we slightly lower the tongue

from its position in the

pronunciation of a in age,

we obtain the sound of a

in fare. Both these

sounds are intermediate

sounds between a in

father and a in age; a

in fat being nearer to a

in father, and a in fare

to a in age, as appears

from the annexed dia-

gram.

In addition to the variations of the general vowel-sounds, ob-

tained by this means, there is one sound which cannot be called a

variation of one general vowel-sound, but rather of all five together

;

for it is the indistinct sound into which all English vowels are

more or less resolved when they are unaccented and are pro-

nounced hurriedly, e. g. Again, altAr, calnndEr, lawlEss, modEst,

acid, fragile, calarnltY, martYr, clearly, ebonY, vigor, parlour,

abandon, command, handsome, genus, injury, &c. Upon ana-

lyzing the nature of this sound we find that it bears much resem-

blance to the sound which is produced in heaving a sigh, or in

laughing and sobbing, or which, according to Max Miiller, page xlv,

is heard if we take the larynx of a dead body and blow through it,

while compressing the chordce vocales. On this account it is re-

garded by some linguists and pbysiologists as the primitive vowel, in

the form in which it leaves the glottis, and as the material from

which all the other vowels are developed. By emphasizing this

sound, as is done in all accented syllables, we obtain the sound of o

in loue and u in but. The sound of e in her, i in bird, u in hurt, is

an amalgamation of this sound with the palatal r. There is some

difficulty in finding an appropriate sign for the representation of the

indistinct vowel-sound, and its variation by the palatal r. Ludolf,

henberg, and others, propose e, Bishop Wilkint, //,
printed in italics,
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Lepsius, e , Rapp and Schmeller an inverted e, viz., 3, and in lack

of a better sign, I shall adopt the latter in the present work ; its

variation in her, bird, &c., I shall express by the same letter inverted

with an additional bar under it, viz., a. As regards the position

of the indistinct vowel-

sound in my diagram, it

is placed in the middle,

because it is equally near

to all the vowels, but it is

put nearer to a in father,

because in its pronuncia-

tion the tongue is scarce-

ly raised from the position

which it occupies in the

pronunciation of a in

father. The fact of its being closely related to 6, which is its nearest

neighbor in the diagram, may be deduced from this circumstance,

that its amalgamation with the palatal r in bird, her, &c, is that

sound in the English language which approaches nearest to the sound

of the French eu in heure, &c; moreover Dr. Briicke calls the sound

of o in done, son, and of u in sun an imperfectly formed 6.

The present diagram

5> lO^iote.
edge =JZ ]£.

1.

contains all the general

and particular vowel-

sounds which are found

in the English language.

The general vowel-sounds

are marked with capital

letters, and the particular

vowel-sounds with small

letters. From this syn-

opsis, we see that there

are in the English language five general and five particular vowel-

sounds, viz.

:

GENERALVOWEL-SOUNDS.

a in father, e in edge, i in machine, u in flute, o in note.

PARTICULAR VOWEL-SOUNDS!

a in all, a in fat, a in fare, it in but, e in her.

[Rem. 1. The independent nature of the vowel « in fare has been

distinctly recognized by Worcester in his " Critical Dictionary," and
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by Flitycl in his German and English Dictionary. It had also pre-

viously been noticed by Perry (Pronouncing Dictionary, London,

1805), and Ellis (Alphabet of Nature, London, 1845) ; while others,

as Walker, Webster, Smart, &c, have classed it with a in age ; and

still others with a in fat, as Sproat (Endeavor towards a Universal

Alphabet, Chillicothe, 1857). That there is a difference between

the sounds of a in fate and fare, can be very readily seen by pro-

nouncing the word fate half-way, as far as fa, and then passing over

into fare, viz., fa-are. By this experiment, the reader will find tbat

in passing from the sound of a in fate into that of a in fare, the

tongue is slightly lowered, and the sound made broader. In French,

this distinction is indicated by a cbange of accent, e having the sound

of a in fate, and e that of a in fare. A similar distinction may be

observed between the sounds of a in fare, and fat or staff, upon pro-

nouncing fare half-way, and concluding the word by passing into

staff, \\z.,fd-aff. This expedient was adopted by R. von Raumer

in tracing the distinction between the long and short vowels, and I

apply it here in order to sbow the various sounds of a.]

[Rem. 2. —With regard to the sound of o in love and u in hut, it

is regarded as identical with the primary or indistinct vowel-sound

by Max Muller (Survey of Languages, page xlv) and Dr. Rapp

(Physiologic der Sprache, Vol. I, page 21).

Concerning this sound, which is also called by some writers the

original or unmodified vowel-sound, Dr. Briicke (pages 24 and 117)

makes the following remarks :
" A careful analysis of languages will

convince us that the extent of this sound is more limited than is

generally supposed ; for, upon attempting to imitate such sounds as

frecpiently appear quite indistinct and unmodified, we find that they

are regular vowel-sounds imperfectly formed. In many instances,

even where the primitive vowel-sound is said to be produced, it does

not exist at all, but the consonants follow each other without the in-

tervention of any vowel .... Such is the case with the termina-

tion on, en, in English, e. <j., in mutton, written, &c, where, as the

reader will observe, the letter n is added to t without opening the

mouth at all for the emission of a vowel." Although there is some

truth in what Dr. Briicke states concerning the extent of the indis-

tinct vowel-sound, still its existence in the English language cannot

be denied, especially in unaccented syllables. For, although in so-

lemn speech, when the unaccented syllables are distinctly pronounced,

the original sound of the vowels is usually heard in the place of the

indistinct vowel-sound, it is still universally used in these syllables

in common pronunciation.
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Lepsius says, that the indistinct vowel-sound is inherent in the

liquids and other sonant letters, and that hence they are occasionally

found to compose syllables. In reply to this, Dr. Briicke says that

what Prof. Lepsius here calls the indistinct vowel-sound is nothing

else but the sound of the liquid itself. However, all that Dr. Briicke

proves by this is (as we shall see presently), that the indistinct vowel-

sound and the sound of the liquid have the same sound ; and thus

he admits the existence of this very sound. —I grant that in mut-

ton, beckon, reckon, &c, the letter o is dropped entirely, and that

the loud sound which is heard after t and ck is the sound of the

liquid or semi-vowel n; but in abandon, on the other hand, the

vowel o is not rejected, but simply reduced into the indistinct vowel-

sound; for, in pronouncing this word, the breath is sensibly ejected

through the lips after d, while after t in mutton, it is ejected through

the nose. Xow, in abandon, the indistinct vowel-sound is heard in

the place of o, while in beckon, reckon, &c, the letter o is entirely

dropped, and the semi-vowel n is pronounced immediately after ck

without any intervening vowel ; and yet an unpractised ear does not

detect the least difference between the pronunciation of these two

words. The identity of the proper sound of the liquids or semi-vowels

and the indistinct vowel-sound is so striking that we frequently sup-

pose ourselves pronouncing the latter while we pronounce the former;

so in the pronunciation of centre, mitre, theatre, able, trifle, &c, the

general opinion is, that the final e is pronounced before r and /, and in

order to do away with this anomaly, Dr. Webster proposed in all

these cases to place the final e before r, and to write center, miter,

&c. ; while in reality the final e in all these words is mute, and the

letter e, which people imagine that they hear, is nothing else but the

proper sound of the liquids themselves. In French, the semi-vowels

r and I in this connection are pronounced with mute breath, as in

possible, centre, &c.

As regards the position of the indistinct or primitive vowel-sound

in the vowel-system, Dr. Briicke objects to Dr. Rapp's placing it

in his triangular system between a in father and o (see Dr. Rapp's

diagram, Rem. 1, § 4); thus placing it much nearer to a than to the

vowels i and u ; for he says justly, that the primitive vowel-sound is

equally removed from all the other vowels. In my diagram it is

placed almost in the middle of the vowel-system, but nearest to a in

father ; because, in its pronunciation, it seems to be conveyed into

the middle of the mouth, and the tongue is but slightly raised from

the position it holds in the pronunciation of a in father. Thus it
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may be seen that Dr. Rapp was not so very wrong in placing it be-

tween a in father and 6.]

§ 6. Thus far it has been my object to enumerate the different

vowel-sounds contained in the English language, to explain their for-

mation, and to define the particular point which each of them occupy

in the general vowel-line. Our attention will now be directed to the

long and short sounds which are formed in each of these points.

Concerning this subject, R. von Raumcr (Deutsche Rechtschrei-

bung, Wien, 1855, page 60), advances some new ideas, of which I

propose to give the following synopsis :

It is usually supposed that the long vowels are simply prolonga-

tions of the short ones ; so that by prolonging the letter i in flit, we

obtain the sound of ee in fleet ; or by prolonging the sound of e in

edge, we get the sound of a in age. But this is a mistake ; the long

and short vowels differ not only in the length of time required for

their pronunciation, but also in their intonation. The position of the

organs of the mouth is the same, but there is a difference in the

quality of the sound produced in the glottis. This can very easily

be seen by comparing the sound of the vowels in flit and fleet, and

the difference becomes especially striking when we commence to pro-

nounce the word flit; but, after pronouncing half of it, pass over

into the word fleet. By this experiment we find, that during this

process the pronunciation of the vowel is suddenly rendered more

emphatic. This difference between the long and short vowels is ad-

mitted to some degree by Dr. Briicke, but he explains it by saying

that in the pronunciation of the short sounds we are very apt not to

articulate them as distinctly as when we dwell upon them a little

longer. Still, whatever may be its cause, R. von Raumer proves the

fact that we make a positive distinction between the articulation of

the long and short vowels. This distinction is very important for us

to know in investigating the long and short vowels in use in the

English language, lest we might account a mere difference in into-

nation a difference in sound.

The distinction between long and short vowels is made in each of

the general and particular vowel-sounds with the exception of e in

her, i in bird, &c, and o in love, or u in but. The quantity of the

former sound can either be made long or short, at the option of the

speaker, without altering the word any, but the second sound is al-

ways found short. Of some vowel-sounds, as of a in father and o

in note, there are no corresponding short sounds in the English lan-

guage, but they exist in all other languages. Of the sounds of a in
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age and fare, also corresponding short sounds are found in other lan-

guages, and, especially, in the German ; but in English they seem

to be both merged in one short sound. Yet an acute ear detects a

difference between the short English e in edge, and the same letter

in fell. The following table gives a synopsis of all the long and

short vowel-sounds in use in the English language :

LONG.
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syllables, as there are intermediate sounds between them and the

original or primitive vowel-sound.

[Rem. 1. —Concerning the long sound of a inyhs^, Fliigel makes

the following remarks in the introduction to his English-German

Dictionary

:

" This sound is no new discovery but something long known and

confirmed by practice. William Mitford in his Essay upon the Har-

mony of Languages (London, 1774) says : ' No English voice fails to

express, no English ear to perceive the difference between the sound

of a in passing and 2}ass i ve > no colloquial familiarity or hurry can

substitute one sound for the other.' —Fulton and Knight, only, pre-

vious to Worcester, mark this sound as not being so short as a in fat,

as Walker and Jameson, nor so broad as the Italian a in far, as

Perry, Stephen Jones, Nares and others describe it. Walker (Prin-

ciples of English Pronunciation, § 79), indeed, disapproves of every

middle sound as tending to render the pronunciation of the language

obscure and indefinite, but the best usage decides the question by

making it a medium between the almost vulgar a in father, and the

affected a in fat (although this pronunciation is still often heard in

good society, particularly among people of the so-called Old School)."

Smart also regards it as an intermediate sound between a in hat and

a in father.

From this exhibition we see that the majority of the orthoepists

are in favor of regarding this sound as a medium between a in fat

and a in father, and, indeed, one which is longer than the sound of

a in fat. However, from the manner in which it is usually pro-

nounced in this country, I can see no other distinction between it

and a in fat, than that the former is the corresponding long sound

of the latter, pronounced with a different intonation of the voice,

which makes it appear as if it differed from it in the quality of the

sound. Sproat (Endeavor towards a Universal Alphabet) is of the

same opinion. He says : " The difference in length has been mis-

taken, I believe, by many orthoepists, as it has been by myself, for

a difference in sound. The a in fat, pan, and carry is short; in fast,

pant, it is the same sound lengthened. There are a few, however, in

this country, and I suppose more in England, who do pr-onounce

grasp, fast, &c, a shade broader, approaching a in father." The

identity of these two sounds is proved clearly, if we pronounce the

former of these words half-way, and then pass over into the latter, viz.,

fd-ast.

Rem. 2. —Concerning the long sound of o in off, Worcester says,

in tlic Introduction to his Critical Dictionary, §21: "There is a
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class of words ending in/, ft, ss, st, and sh, in which o is marked

with the short sound in most pronouncing dictionaries, though some

orthoepists give it the sound of the broad a, as in fall. Mr. Nares

gives the sound of broad a to o in the following words : off) often,

offer, coffee, scoff, aloft, loft, soft, cross, loss, toss, cost, frost, lost, tost,

broth, cloth, froth, cough, and trough. To these others might with

equal propriety, be added, as offspring, dross, gloss, moss, moth, wroth.

Mr. Smart remarks, ' that before ss, st, and th, the letter o is fre-

quently sounded aio ; as in moss, gloss, &c, lost, cost, &c
5

broth, cloth,

&g. This practice is analogous to the broad utterance which the

letter a in fast is liable to receive before certain consonants; and the

same remarks will apply in the present case, as to the one referred

to, namely, that though the broad sound is vulgar [?], there is an

affectation in a palpable effort to avoid it in words where its use

seems at one time to have been general. In such cases, a medium

between the extremes is the practice of the best speakers.' The

sound of o is also somewhat prolonged in gone and begone, and in

some words ending in ng ; as long, prong, song, strong, thing, throng,

wrong."

From these remarks it may be seen 1, that the existence of the

long sound of o in off, &c, is admitted by the orthoepists; 2, that

they regard it as identical with the sound of a in all, but think it

different from o in not, just as they think a in fast different from a

in fat. I hold that these two sounds, viz., o in not, and in off, are

the same in quality, but differ in quantity; and in order to convince

the reader of this fact, I propose to him our old expedient, viz., to pro-

nounce not half-way, and then to conclude the words with off, viz.,

no-off. By this means it is rendered evident, that the only difference

between o in not, and in off, moss, &c, lies in the quantity.]

§ 7. Before passing to another subject, I must direct the attention

of the reader to a peculiarity of the vowel-system, viz., that the

vowels i in machine and u in flute, in the pronunciation of which

the middle of the tongue approaches nearest to the palate, are two

points by which there is a transition from the vowels into the conso-

nants. This becomes evident when we pronounce them in the whisper-

ing language (vox clandestina); for, if we whisper them and gradu-

ally emphasize their pronunciation, we will find that there is a transition

from the sound of u in flute into that of / or a mute v, and of the

sound of i in machine into that of a sibilant; while the sounds of

a in father, o in note, and a in age, retain their characters as

vowels, no matter how much stress may be laid upon their pronuncia.

vol. viii. —2q
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tion. Hence the origin of the vowel-consonants to and y, to which I

have adverted above. This property of becoming consonants is

always developed in these two vowels, when they are immediately

followed by another vowel. Hence, in the French words huit, hultre,

&c, the vowel u is pronounced like w, and when they are pronounced

hurriedly like v ; hence, also, u in qu is pronounced like w in English,

and like v in German. Another evidence of the close relationship ex-

isting between u and v is furnished by the orthography of our old

books, in which u and v are used indiscriminately; moreover, our w
is nothing else but an initial u. When the vowel i in machine is

followed by another vowel and its consonant nature is thus developed,

it is spelled in some languages, in the beginning of words, with y,

and in others withy, but in the middle of words its original spelling

of i is retained. The sound of the vowel-consonants w and y or % is

different from that of any of the sonorous consonants or semi-vowels

;

inasmuch as the sonorous element animating the latter is identical

with the primitive or unmodified vowel-sound, while the former, at

least in the English language, are each imbued with the sound of

the respective vowel-sounds from which they are generated. Thus

the sound of w is a labial breathing, imbued with the vowel-sound of

u in flute, and that of the vowel-consonant y or i a guttural or palatal

breathing, tinctured with the vowel-sound of i in machine; they are

thus strictly consonants animated by vowels, or consonants generated

from vowels, so that they may be called justly vowel-consonants. In

most languages, the English excepted, w forfeits its claim to a vowel-

consonant; for in them it is not animated by the sound of u in flute,

but by the primitive or unmodified vowel, as is the case with all

other sonorous consonants and semi-vowels, or else it is found en-

tirely mute. In the case of the vowel-consonant i or y, we find, that

under some conditions it loses its sonorous element even in the Eng-

lish language, and becomes a consonant proper; for, in unaccented

syllables, when it is preceded by the consonants t, c, s, or z, it re-

duces every one of them into the rough sibilant sh, and, losing its

sonorous quality, it is either merged itself into this sibilant, as in

nation, partial, patient, special, proficient, gracious, vision, glazier,

&c, or, else, retaining its sound of i, it simply assibilatcs these conso-

nants, as in associate, satiate, &o., and also when it precedes the

accented syllable, as in negotiation, pronunciation, association, &.c.

The compound consonant,/, also, was originally nothing else but the

vowel-consonant i or y. The influence exerted by this vowel-conso-

nant on any preceding consonants will be investigated more minutely

in a subsequent chapter (Chap. X).
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[Rem. —This view concerning the vowel-consonants w and y, is

corroborated by Dr. Briicke. He says, page 70 :

"Most consonants are formed in such a manner, that the conditions

under which they are produced, cannot be combined with those under

which vowels are generated ; however, of this there are two singular

exceptions.

"If we, in the pronunciation of u in flute, narrow the contracted

opening of the mouth to such a degree, that a. fricative sound is pro-

duced, the sound thus formed corresponds to io
l [Dr. Brucke's nota-

tion], accompanied by the voice ; the voice, however, retains the

sound of u in flute ; thus the vowel u in flute and the consonant w1

are really produced at the same time. This sound, which I shall

express by the formula uw1
, is no other than the English double U,

when it is used as a consonant, e. g. in toater.

" If, on the other hand, we pronounce i in machine, and diminish

the space between the tongue and the palate, where it is narrowest,

still more, we produce the I consona of the Germans, this being the

very place where y
1 [a guttural or rather palatal breathing, according

to Dr. Briicke's notation] is articulated. In this process the vowel-

sound of i in machine is not lost, but it is heard at the same time

with the consonant y
1

. I shall express this sound by the formula

iy l
. This sound is best illustrated by the wy of the English, where

it is a consonant." ]

CHAPTERIII.

ON DIPHTHONGS.

§ 8. In order to explain the nature of the diphthongs it first becomes

necessary to employ specific signs for the expression of each of the

vowel-sounds which are their constituent members. For the repre-

sentation of the five general vowel-sounds, a mfather, a in age or

e in edge, i in machine, u in flute, and o in note, the German charac-

ters, a, C, i, ll, 0, will be employed, and for the particular vowel-

sound, a in cdl, and the unmodified vowel-sound, the signs a° and d,

which have been previously introduced.

The diphthongs are generally described as two vowels, consecutively

pronounced in such a manner as not to constitute two but one sylla-

ble. In order to produce this result, it is necessary that one of

the two vowels be emphasized more than the other. But, if we take

into consideration that two vowels can never be so pronounced as to

form one syllable, unless in their pronunciation one vowel should
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gradually pass over into the other by means of intermediate links,

wc see at once that the diphthongs are really nothing else but segments

of the vowel-line. These segments may extend from one general

vowel-sound to another, or still farther from a particular to a general

vowel-sound ; but, in no case do they include any other but two con-

secutive vowel-sounds. Furthermore, all diphthongs tend from those

vowel-sounds which are pronounced with the tongue comparatively

at rest, to those where the tongue is raised ; consequently, the first

members of all the diphthongs are either a, a°, or 9. From a and

a°, there is a transition either to c or o as their second members, and

from the primitive vowel 9 to i or u. The reason why the diphthongs

never tend from i or u downwards, is because when the vowels i or

U are pronounced before any other vowels, their consonant nature is

developed, and they are for this reason rendered unfit for the produc-

tion of pure diphthongs. However, the vowel-sounds i and n form a

sort of diphthong among themselves, by the vowel-sound i being pro-

nounced quickly before tt, as in cue and few. But this diphthong

differs from the rest in this particular, that its second and not its first

member is emphasized. Moreover, its first member is liable to be

converted into a sibilant when preceded by t or d, thus proving that

i is no longer a pure vowel, but a vowel consonant.

Before specifying the particular diphthongs formed in the manner

aforesaid, I would observe that the term " diphthong," which, accord-

ing to its general acceptation, signifies two vowels pronounced in such

a manner as to form but one syllable, is misapplied by most English

orthoepists and lexicographers in their calling every combination of

two vowels a diphthong, whether it is used to express one simple

vowel-sound or two. So ni in mail, ea in bead, &c, are called

diphthongs, but they are no more diphthongs than a in male, or e in

Bede.

[Rem. —Fowler in his English Grammar, § 04, indeed, says

:

" Compound sounds, formed by means of two vowel-sounds, are

called diphthongs;" and afterwards he remarks : " Some of the vowel-

sounds do not readily combine, as those of e and a in heat. Only

one of the elements is sounded. When two vowel letters are thus

brought together in a written word, and the sounds which they repre-

sent will not combine, they are called a digraph." I shall make

use of this term of Professor Fowler in all cases where two vowels

are employed in the English language to represent single sounds,

and I shall not only use it in such cases where, according to Prof.

Fowler, the two vowel-sounds do not readily combine, but also where

they might combine and yet only represent single sounds, as at in
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mail (which is a genuine diphthong in German), ou in to pour, kc.

"With the vowel-sound
^

a as their first member,

two diphthongs are form-

ed, 1, ae; 2, ao; as is

shown in diagram 1.

The diphthong at is

considered in the Eng-

lish language as the long

sound of the vowels i or

y, and is accordingly

spelled ?', as in child, ie

as in pie, y as in fly, or igh as in high. The diphthong ao is spelled

either ou as in spouse, or ow as mfoicl.

In order to make the vowel-sounds i or n termini of diphthongs,

we have recourse to the unmodified vowel-sound, which is as near to

them as to any other vowel-sound, and, accordingly, we obtain the

following diphthongs, viz., s>i and 9tx, as in the diagram 2.

These two diphthongs
2

are higher powers of the

two former, and are ex-

pressed by the same signs

in writing. The diphthong

d\ is spelled i, y, or igh,

as in blithe, scythe, and

night. The diphthong an

is spelled in the same

way as the diphthong ao,

viz., ou in gout, stout.

Of the vowel-souhd a°, only one diphthong is in use in the English

language, viz., a°C, as appears from diagram 3.

This diphthong is either

spelled oi as in toil, or oy

as in boy. ^fiT" 2~

There are accordingly

five pure diphthongs in

use in the English lan-

guage, to which we may

add as a sixth the impure

diphthong ill in cue, few,

&c, as may appear from

the following: table

:
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I. Diphthongs with the vowel-sound $. II. Diphthongs with the vou-el-soundo.

1. <t£ in fie, pie, high, fly. 3. st in blithe, scythe, night.

2. SO in spouse, fowl. 4. aU in gout, stout.

III. Diphthong with the vowel-sound a°. Impure Diphthong.

5. a°f in fo»7, £oy. 6. iu in cue, few, union.

In addition to these diphthongs in use in the English language, we

find some additional ones in the German language, with the particu-

lar vowel-sounds o and it as their second members. With the former

we obtain ao in greubc, and a°u in 53aume, &c, and with the latter yit

in Scute.

[Rem. —A great disagreement has heretofore prevailed among the

phonologists with regard both to the particular ingredients of each

diphthong, and the manner in which the transition from the first into

the second members is effected, and I hope that the present investi-

gation which undertakes to settle some of these difficulties will be

deemed satisfactory.

Much confusion in determining the particular ingredients of each

of the diphthongs has been caused by the phonologists not distin-

guishing between the sounds of i in file and sight, and of ow or on

in howl and stout. Walker holds that the first member of the long

sound of i is a in father, while Webster contends that it is neither

a in father, as Walker thinks, nor, indeed, aw, as Sheridan seems to

suppose. He holds that it is not possible, by any characters we pos-

sess, to express the true sound on paper ; that it is not formed so

deep in the throat as aw or a in father ; that the position of the

organ is nearly, yet not exactly, the same ; and that its true sound

.can be learned only by the ear. Dr. Webster is evidently trying

here to describe the unmodified vowel-sound, which combines all the

conditions he lays down. This sound had not yet been recognized

by the orthoepists at his time. The fact is, that Walker analyzed

the sound of i in file, where a in father is the first member ; and Dr.

Webster that of i in sight, where the unmodified vowel is the first

member; and then, both extending their own results, which they ob-

tained by analyzing a particular shade of the diphthong, to the diph-

thong in general, they arrived at widely different results with regard

to the pronunciation of the long sound of i. Even Dr. Briicke, al-

though he has a correct idea of the manner in which the transition

from the first member of the diphthong into the second is effected,

seems to confound the two diphthongs in howl and gout, which are

both spelled an in German; for he considers this diphthong really

composed of the sounds of (i and u.
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Latham, in his " Elementary English Grammar," § 38, holds that

the diphthongs are formed by the union of a vowel, and the semi-

vowels [or rather vowel-consonants] w and y. It is true, that when

some of the diphthongs are pronounced by themselves, or at the close

of a word, as in hoiv or high, a slight consonant breathing is heard,

as in the vowel-consonants 10 and y. But of this we do not perceive

the least trace when they are pronounced in the middle of a word,

as in gout or height. This consonant breathing, moreover, is only

heard in those diphthongs which terminate in i and it, and it is not

heard at all in those which end in c or o, as in pie and how. This

circumstance we adduce as another proof of the distinction which

exists between the two kinds of diphthongs.

With regard to the particular process in which the two vowels are

blended into a diphthong, Dr. Latham makes the following remarks

in his work on " The English Language," § 89 : " The nature of

the modification that the component parts of a diphthong undergo,

has yet to be determined, although it is certain there is one. If it

were not so, the articulation would be double, not compound." Con-

cerning this modification, Dr. Briicke says in his answer to Prof.

Kudelka, page 30 : "During the process of the formation of the diph-

thongs, the resonance of the vowel in the cavity of the mouth, in

passing from the first to the second members, is continually changing.

Thus in the pronunciation of all [English, ou or oio], the resonance

of the vowel, in the cavity of the mouth, passes through a series of

intermediate sounds, which, according to my system of notation, I

might represent by the signs a, a°, o, o, u; but, inasmuch as the

parts of the mouth are continually changing, none of these vowels

are distinctly expressed. Hence the great diversity of opinions en-

tertained with regard to the proper spelling of the diphthongs ; hence,

also, the necessity of pronouncing a diphthong very slowly, or to sing

it, in order to detect their first and second members."

R. von llaumer (Ueber deutsche Rechtsdreibung, page 62) notices

two modes of forming a diphthong. The first consists in pronouncing-

each of the two vowels distinctly in succession, without marking the

intermediate sounds. By laying the stress only on the first vowel,

we are enabled to pronounce both of these vowels in one syllable, but

they are merely conjunctions of two vowels, and cannot be called diph-

thongs. This is the mode in which the diphthongs are pronounced in

the Italian and Spanish languages. In the second mode, the transi-

tion of the first vowel into the second is not effected instantaneously,

but gradually ; and during the whole period in which the position of
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the mouth is altered, the vocal breath is allowed to pass through it.

Thus an indefinite number of intermediate vowel-sounds are produced

between the first and second members of the diphthong, merging into

one another. At last, even the very initial and final vowel-sounds of

the diphthong may be rendered indistinct, so that nothing remains

except the transition from one of the vowels into another. Of the

diphthongs formed in the second manner, we can very easily get an idea

by pronouncing slowly the words mild and loud. (Jacobi, Beitriige,

page 42.)]

CHAPTERIV.

ON THE DISTINCTION BETWEENTHE SEMI-VOWELS AND
CONSONANTS.

§ 9. The semi-vowels and consonants are the exact antithesis of

the vowels. The vowels, as has been mentioned above, are the ani-

mating principle of words, and the semi-vowels and consonants their

formative principle. The modulation of the vowels is commenced

in the pharynx, and continued in the cavity of the mouth • but the

articulation of the semi-vowels and consonants is effected in the ca-

vity of the mouth alone, and the pharynx has no share in their for-

mation.

In addition to the general arguments advanced above in favor of

separating the semi-vowels and consonants, I now submit the follow-

ing to the judgment of the reader.

The semi-vowels and consonants together constitute the formative

element of words, but physiology as well as etymology prove them

to be distinct classes of sounds. The difference between the two

consists in all the semi-voivels being pronounced with sonorous breath,

while the generality of consonants is formed of mute breath; also

the semi-voicels occupying an independent position with regard to

each other, and generally retaining their individual nature in passing

from one language into another, while the consonants are divided into

three classes, according to the region of the mouth in which they are

articulated ; and the members of each of these classes are found re-

gularly to interchange with each other in the Aran languages, in

being transplanted from an older into a more modern lain:'

Moreover, the scmi-voicck may, with propriety, be called general

sounds, because they cannot be modified] i. c, because no other sound
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can possibly be pronounced when tbe mouth is disposed for their

pronunciation, while the consonants may be denominated particular

sounds; because, in the same places where one consonant is formed,

others also may be articulated. For instance, the semi-vowel m, and

the consonant jh ave both formed in the region of the lips ; the for-

mer by throwing back the sonorous air from the lips, and discharging

it through the nose ; and the latter, by forcing the breath through

the closed aperture of the lips. Now, in throwing back the air from

the lips and discharging it through the nose, it is impossible to ob-

tain any other sound than that of the semi-vowel m, but in suffering

the air to escape through the lips by relaxing or increasing the pres-

sure and modifying the breath, we get the various consonants p, b,

f, and r, and the vowel-consonant u\ Such is also the case with the

remaining semi-vowels and consonants. Lastly, an additional proof

of the organic difference between the consonants and semi-vowels is

derived from the function which the latter fulfil in the composition

of words ; for there, as we shall see hereafter (Chapter IX), they

serve as mediums through which most of the consonantal combina-

tions with the vowels are effected.

For the reasons here stated at large, I propose to separate the semi-

vowels entirely from the consonants, and to treat each as a separate

element of speech.

CHAPTERV.

ON THE CONSONANTS.

§ 10. In the cavity of the mouth there are three different stations

assigned to the articulation of the consonants. Each of these stations

consists of a gate which may be opened or shut at pleasure. The

first or outer gate is closed by pressing the lips together, or pressing

the lower lip against the upper teeth ; the second or middle gate by

pressing the tip of the tongue against the hard palate, the upper

gums, or the upper teeth; and the third or inmost gate by pressing

the middle of the tongue against the hard and soft palates in the

posterior part of the mouth. The consonants which are formed in

the first station are usually called labials, those in the second station

dentals, and those in the third station gutturals.

[Rem. —The greatest diversity prevails among the phonologists with

regard to the number of stations for the articulation of the consonants ;

vol. viii. —2r
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most of them being in favor of three, others again of four (Sproat),

or five (the Sanscrit grammarians, R. v. Raumer, Kudelka, Ellis),

or seven (Lepsius, du Bois de Reymond), and Purkine even in favor

of ten. Dr. Briieke's argument in favor of only three stations I

think conclusive. He says in his answer to Prof. Kudelka, page 16 :

"This division is well founded in the sudden change which the

acoustical character of the mutes experiences at the boundaries of

each station. In the first station the mutes are j> and l> ; through-

out the whole extent of the second station, until we arrive at the

precinct of the third, we obtain I and d, and again, throughout the

whole of the third station we get /•; and <j and no other mutes."

The same confusion prevails with regard to the names given to

each of these stations by the phonologists and grammarians, and in

order to give to the reader some idea of this confusion, I propose to

submit a scheme of the terminology employed by the various advocates

of three stations

:

1st station.

labials,

2d station.

dentals,

3d station.

gutturals.

labials, lingual-dentals, gutturals.

Jlax Miillcr, ....
Dr. Krait&ir (Nature of

Language), ....
Prof. Harrison (Latin

Grammar), . . . .

Corssen ( Aussprache, Vo-

calism, &c, d. Lat.

Sprache), ....
./. Wall is and Chladni, .

Prof. Het/se (System d.

Sprachw.), ....
Andrews and Stoddard,

(Latin Grammar), .

Foidcr (English Gram-

mar) ; the sibilants he

calls dentals,

Dr. Bruch (Zur Physio-

logic der Sprache
),

From this scheme it may be seen that almost every phonologist

and grammarian has his own terminology. I do not consider it worth

while to alter those terms which are in general use, viz., lu/x'a/s,

dentals, (j utturals ; although none of them describe any of the stations

labials,
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accurately. For, in the formation of the labials, not only the lips

but also the upper teeth are active; in that of the dentals, besides

the teeth, the palate and the tongue have an important part; indeed,

in the pronunciation of some of the consonants of the second station

the teeth have apparently no share 'whatever. Hence, as may be

seen in the above scheme, some of the phonologists call the conso-

nants of the second station palatals or Unguals, or also linguo-palatals

or linguo-dentals, and still others (Sproat), gingivals or linguo-gin-

givals; yet, not a single one of these terms is free from objections;

for the tongue and the palate are as much active in the formation of

the so-called gutturals, as in that of the dentals; hence, the gutturals

too, are called palatals by some. However, inasmuch as no short,

convenient term can be found, which combines all the attributes of

each station, I think that we can do no better than to retain the old

terms which single out one of the leading characteristics of each station,

viz., the labials the lips, the dentals the teeth, and the yutturals

the throat. The last of these terras seems the most objectionable,

inasmuch as the so-called guttural consonants have nothing at all to

do with the throat proper ; but as the term throat has usually a very

vague meaning, and is frequently applied to anything that has refer-

ence to the back part of the mouth, I deem myself justified, on this

ground, to retain this appellation. Dr. Briicke obviates all these

difficulties by calling the labials, consonants of the first order, the

dentals, consonants of the second order, &c. Still, it is desirable

that we should have short, convenient words for this purpose.]

§ 11. In each of the three stations, described above, three kinds of

consonants may be produced, differing from each other in degrees of

solidity, and which may be called hard, soft, and fluid consonants.

The hard consonants are formed by keeping the gates firmly shut

and exploding them with a blow ; the soft consonants by relaxing the

pressure and forcing them open by breathing ; and the fluid conso-

nants by keeping the gates ajar, or only keeping them partially

closed, thus allowing an uninterrupted passage to the blow or breath-

ing, aud yet imprinting upon it the characteristic nature of each

station. Of the hard consonants there is only one species, because

they are blown, and a blow, in the articulation of the consonants, is

never accompanied by the sound of the voice ; but of the soft conso-

nants we have two kinds, viz., such as are formed of mute breath,

and such where the breath is rendered sonorous on passing through

the glottis. Of the fluid consonants, finally, we have three species,

because they may either be formed by blowing, or by breathing, and
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when they are formed by breathing they may either be pronounced

with mute or sonorous breath.

Such of the fluid consonants as are breathed and at the same time

rendered sonorous, bear much resemblance to the semi-vowels, but

they lack some of their most important attributes; for they are still

linked to the consonants, composing their respective classes, and are

subject to changes by transplantation into other languages; moreover

their range is limited, and they do not occur in all languages, and,

where they do occur, they cover but a small ground, compared with

that which is filled by the semi-vowels ; it seems as if they were the

highest points reached by the consonants in their desire of emulating

the semi-vowels and vowels.

Besides these changes of the fluid consonants which are obtained

by modifications of the breath, there are others which are caused by

shifting the places of articulation ; of these I shall speak hereafter.

The relations existing between the hard, soft, and fluid conso-

nants are the same as between the points of a circle ; for Comparative

Philology shows that in the progress of time the fluid consonant is

made soft, the soft hard, and the hard fluid, thus establishing the

fact that the hard consonant is equidistant from the soft and the

fluid, e.g. in the Anglo-Saxon portion of the English tongue, which

represents an early stage of the German language, we find the words

bath, word, and water, which in the modern German are spelled

Bad, Wort, and Wasser, &c. A similar change happens to the

vowels in the two languages, with this difference, however, that it is

the German language which usually holds fast to the original vowels,

while it is the English that varies them. Thus it happens that some-

times where in German we find a in the English language we find

e, o, i, and a, viz., Germ. Rast, Engl, rest; Germ, ludten, Engl, to

hold; Germ, flachern, Engl, to flicker ; Germ, flattem, Engl, to

flutter. On comparing the changes of the vowels with those of the

consonants, we find that the latter are more limited in their changes

than the former; for the consonants can only move from right to

left, i. e. the fluid consonant (th) can only be changed into the sofi

consonant (d), but not into the hard (t), while the vowels can move

both to the right and to the left. Comparative philology, moreover,

proves that the three circles which arc formed by the labial, dental,

and guttural consonants arc perfectly independent of each other and

only rarely interchange, so that, as a general thing, a labial dues not

become a dental, nor a dental a guttural, although it sometimes

happens that through the agency of the vowel-consonant y a guttural
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or a labial becomes a dental; besides a few other interchanges of con-

sonants of different classes, noticed by comparative philology. While,

therefore, all the vowels together form one circle or oval, which may
run either from left to right or from right to left, the consonants

form three separate circles, all of which run only from right to left.

[Rem. —The same discordant views which we notice among the

phonologists and grammarians with regard to the definition of the

particular stations in the vocal tube where the articulation of the

several consonants is effected, and in their manner of naming them

afterwards, we observe in the account which they give of the formation

of the several consonants in each station and in the names which

they give to them.

With regard to the difference between the hard and soft conso-

nants, Dr. Briicke says, page 55 : " In all the systems elaborated by

linguists who have studied comparative phonology, the soft conso-

nants have been classed among the sonant letters, because phoneti-

cally they are as much related to the sonant fluid consonants, as the

hard consonants are related to the non-sonant fluid consonants; still

some of them hesitate to class them among the sonant consonants,

because at one short period of their articulation the voice is inter-

mitted. However, in some instances, the voice really continues to

sound after the station has been closed, and, whenever this is not

the case, the glottis is still contracted and ready to vibrate, which is

never the case with the non-sonant consonants. The reason why the

voice in the pronunciation of the soft consonants really does cease,

is because the difference in the pressure of the air in the chest and

in the cavity of the mouth is not sufficiently great to cause a current

of air by which the glottis may be rendered vocal. During the

entire duration of the closing of the station, in the pronunciation of

the soft consonants, the glottis is ever ready to vibrate, and, there-

fore, as soon as the station is opened the voice continues to sound in

the same way as it did before it was closed. This is the essential

difference between the pronunciation of the hard and soft consonants."

In support of his argument Dr. Briicke gives an account of the inte-

resting manner in which the modern Greeks transcribe the soft con-

sonants. The old Greek soft consonants ,3 and <J, in the course of

time have become fluid, and the ancient ,S is pronounced by the

modern Greeks like v, and o like th. In order, then, to represent

the soft consonants in their language, in the case of the labial soft

consonant, they take the sonant labial semi-vowel //, which is pro-

nounced with the glottis contracted, and place it before the hard
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consonant -; by pronouncing them quickly in succession the hard

consonant n is made soft, and the semi-vowel /v. is almost reduced to

the indistinct sound which is heard before the English soft conso-

nant in sob, tub, &c. The same thing is done in the case of the

dental soft consonant, where the semi-vowel v is placed before r,

viz., VT.

Dr. Briicke continues : " The contraction of the glottis so as to be

ready to vibrate,, thus constitutes the essential difference between

the soft and hard consonants; all other distinctions are adventitious

and thus unessential. It has been maintained that the soft conso-

nants are distinguished from the hard by being exploded with a

milder force, and that this fact can be noticed by holding the hand

opposite to the mouth and alternately pronouncing the hard and its

corresponding soft consonant. That in the pronunciation of the hard

consonant, in this case, a forcible breathing is ejected against the

hand, which is scarcely observed at all in the pronunciation of the

soft consonant. Again, that if, in exploding the hard consonant, you

lay your hand on your breast, you feel it collapse suddenly, which is

not the case in the pronunciation of the soft consonant. All this is

true, but these are merely incidental matters. In pronouncing the

soft consonants, the glottis is contracted, so as to be ready to vibrate,

and a sudden rush of the air from the lungs is thus prevented, even

after the station has been opened ; but in the pronunciation of the

hard consonant, the glottis is wide open, and hence the sudden and

violent gush of air from the lungs upon the opening of the station,

and hence also the corresponding collapse of the chest. Suppose

that the difference between the hard and soft consonants merely

consisted in the manner of their explosion, this distinction would be

lost entirely upon their being pronounced before their corresponding

nasal semi-vowels; for in this case they are, indeed, sounded, but not

exploded, and the distinction between them is, nevertheless, clearly

observed, as in the English words midshipman and club-man. It

has also been maintained that the essential difference between these

two kinds of sounds consisted in the station being closed more firmly

in the pronunciation of the hard than in that of the soft consonants.

This is usually the case, but it is likewise merely an incidental mat-

ter. In the pronunciation of the hard consonants the glottis is wide

open; the pressure of the air is thus the same in the cavity of the

mouth as in the lungs, and the station must, therefore, be closed with

sufficient firmness to resist this pressure. But the case is different in

regard to the soft consonants ; in their pronunciation the glottis is
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contracted, that is, the vocal ligaments meet almost, and are only

separated a little by the current of air which causes them to vibrate.

In case the station is closed, with the glottis contracted io this man-

ner, it need not be shut so firmly, inasmuch as the air is pressed

more slowly into the cavity of the mouth while the glottis is vibrating,

and therefore the pressure there is increased only very slowly. As

the station, moreover, is shut but for a very short time in speaking,

there is no need of closing it as firmly in the pronunciation of the

soft consonants as in that of the hard consonants. However, no

matter how firmly the station is closed, whenever it is opened while

the glottis is sounding, the soft and not the hard consonant is pro-

duced ; and no matter how tightly it is closed, whenever the glottis

is wide open the hard and not the soft consonant is obtained."

With regard to the sonant and non-sonant nature of the soft and

hard consonants, R. von Raumer makes the following remarks (Zeits-

chrift f. d. (Esterreich. Gymnas. 1858, Heft 5, page 355): "The

distinction between sonant and non-sonant consonants, which was

already known to the ancient Sanscrit grammarians, is an excellent

criterion, .... but, inasmuch as the sound of the voice in the

pronunciation of the soft consonants is merely an incidental and not

an essential element, it may be well to investigate the cause why the

voice combines with some sounds but refuses to do so with others.

This cause is no other than that certain sounds are produced by

blowing and others by breathing. Blowing excludes all sound, but

breathing invites it." After thus stating the opinions of two of the

highest authorities in matters connected with phonology, I shall in-

vestigate the subject myself, and see how my own results agree with

those of these two gentlemen. First of all I propose to explain the

distinction between the German and English soft consonants.

The fact that the Germans pronounce their soft consonants differ-

ently from the Americans may be noticed daily in this country,

where we frequently hear " tjoot morning" "Got" instead of God,

and "hock" instead of hog, from the lips of the former. The reason

of this is that the Germans pronounce their soft consonants with

mute breath, and these sounds, unless followed by vowels, are per-

fectly inaudible; wherefore, in order to insure their being heard at

the end of words, they must needs be changed into their correspond-

ing hard sounds. The German b, thus, at the end of words, is

changed into p, the German d into t, and by the southern Germans,

this analogy is also carried out with respect to the consonant y, which,

at the end of words, they change into /r, while the northern Germans
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soften it into the German ch. The English soft consonant being

formed of sonant breath, is heard at the end of words, as well as at

the beginning and in the middle. It hence appears that the Eng-

lish soft consonant is a completer articulated sound than the

German, because it preserves its character as a soft consonant

throughout, while the German, at the end of words, passes into the

hard consonant. The Germans, moreover, make no distinction be-

tween p in midshipman and b in abmahnen. Falkmann (De-

clamatorik, Hannover, 1836, vol. i, page 192), says concerning

this subject: "It is almost against the nature with us Germans to

pronounce a soft consonant at the end of a word, and with great

difficulty we imitate the final b, d, g, and even the soft final s of

the English {tub, bed, fog, teas) We think that it would

be an advantage for the Germans if, in tbc pronunciation of their

own tongue, they would imitate the sound of the soft consonants of

their English cousins."

A peculiarity of the English soft consonants consists in the indis-

tinct sound which is heard before them, either in the beginning or

at the end of words; at the end of words, as in tub, bed, fog, &c,

it is even heard more distinctly, because it is not absorbed there by

a following vowel. This indistinct sound is produced by the air

from the lungs being rendered sonant by rushing through the con-

tracted orifice of the glottis, and collecting in the back part of the

mouth. By opening the station and discharging through it the air

collected in the back part of the mouth, when it is on the point of

becoming mute, the sound of the English soft consonant is produced.

There are accordingly three elements conspiring in the production of

the English soft consonant : 1, the glottis vibrating so as to make the

air rushing through it sonant; 2, the collection of the sonant breath

in the back part of the mouth ; 3, the closing and opening of the

station. The manner of closing and opening the station does not differ

much in the pronunciation of the hard and soft consonants, but we

must investigate the influence which the other two elements exercise

upon the formation of the latter sounds. As the distinction between

the hard and soft consonants is as much observed in the whispering

language (vox clandestina) as in the loud language, we sec atonce that

the sonant element is not essential; neither does Dr. Briicke exactly

hold this, he only insists that in the pronunciation of the soft consonant

the glottis is contracted, so as to be ready to vibrate. As regards the

second element, viz., the retentiou of the breath in the back pari of

the mouth, it i- produced by the pressure of the root of the tongue
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against the palate. The fact of the air being there retained is made

very evident in the pronunciation of b, where the sonant air is col-

lected in the mouth without its inflating the cheeks at all, as in the

pronunciation of p. The use of this retention of the air seems to be

to prevent the full force of the column of air from the lungs to press

against the closed station, and it acts thus as a sort of regulator of

the breath. In fact this retaining of the breath by any of the vocal

organs, either by the lungs themselves or the glottis, or the anterior

or posterior parts of the mouth, instead of allowing its full force to

bear against the closed apertures of the vocal tube, as in the case of

the hard consonants, I regard as the chief characteristic of the soft

consonants, and as their principal distinction from the hard. In

proof of this I adduce the German language, where the sole distinction

between the hard anoYsoft consonants consists in the lesser weight of

air brought to bear against the closed stations, else the soft consonants

could not be changed into their corresponding hard consonants at the

end of words by simply increasing the pressure of the air in their

pronunciation. Still, in thus making the leading characteristic of

the soft consonant to consist in the lesser weight of air brought to

bear against the closed station, I do not, on this account, object to

the explanations of Dr. Briicke and R. von Raumer, as may be seen

from what follows : I only object to the generalization of the former

in making all soft consonants sonant.

My position will become more evident by the following investiga-

tion into the nature of the consonants in general.

There are three elements conspiring in the pronunciation of the

consonants : 1, the air from the lungs; 2, the disposition of the glot-

tis ; 3, the manner in which the articulating stations in the vocal

tube are disposed. Each of these elements undergoes various modi-

fications during the pronunciation of the consonants. R. von Rau-

mer makes the modifications of the air itself the criterion of a division

of the consonants, Dr. Briicke those of the glottis, and I the different

dispositions of the various articulating stations. The articulating

stations modify the breath passing through them, and are modified

by it in return. They modify the breath in a twofold way, by either

being kept closed or left ajar ; and when they are kept closed they

are again affected by the opposing breath in a twofold way, viz., the

breath can either press against the closed station in a very forcible

manner, or else more mildly; in the former case the stations are

closed more firmly, and in the latter case more lightly. There are

thus altogether three modifications in the arrangement of the articu-

VOL. VIII. —2s
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lating stations, accordingly as they are either firmly or lightly closed,

or left ajar. In the first instance the hard consonants are produced,

in the second the soft, and in the third the fluid. As regards the

modifications of the air itself, it can either be ejected from the lungs

as a blow or as a breathing. When the air is blown out from the

lungs we obtain the hard consonants and the blown fluid consonants,

and when it is breathed out the soft consonants and the breathed fluid

consonants. In blowing, the glottis is wide open, but in breathing

it has a tendency to contract. Nor is the glottis the only part of the

vocal tube which has a tendency to contract in breathing. The

radical difference between blowing and breathing is this: In blowing,

all the apertures, from the inmost parts of the lungs to the mouth

itself, are stretched open, and the air is suddenly ejected by a con-

traction of the muscles of the chest; but in breathing there is no

such forcible opening of the organs, but they are left in their usual

state, and the air is gradually and almost insensibly expressed. In

blowing we notice a distinct effort made towards opening the organs

of speech, but in breathing the only tendency which we notice in the

organs is that of being left alone. While in blowing, therefore, the

glottis is stretched wide open, so as not to interfere in the slightest

degree with the rushing out of the air; in commonbreathing, although

the glottis is still open, it nevertheless has more of a tendency to con-

tract, and thus of preserving its original quiet state; and thus while

by an intensified blowing the glottis is stretched more and more open,

this being the original tendency of a blow, by an intensified breathing

the glottis is more and more closed, this being the original tendency

of a breathing. In the motion of the air which is called blowing,

there are indefinite degrees of rapidity; when it is reduced to its

minimum degree of rapidity, so as to resemble a breathing, we obtain

by it the German soft consonants, which are the non-sonant soft con-

3 mints. In breathing, also, we notice various degrees of velocity;

in common breathing, when the current of air moves slowly from the

lungs, the glottis docs not vibrate, and the breathing is mute; but

when it moves more rapidly the slight noise is produced which is

heard in the whispering language, and when the speed of the current

IS still more increased the glottis begins to vibrate and the breathing

i.~ made sonant, as in sighing, singing, speaking. When the soft con-

sonants are pronounced with sonant breathing we obtain the English

or the sonant soft consonants ; when we pronounce the fluid conso-

nants with the slight noise of the whispering language, we produce

the non-sonant, breathed fluid consonants, and when we pronounce
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them with the sonant breathing the sonant fluid consonants. There

are thus 1, hard consonants which are blown; 2, sonant soft consonants

which are breathed, and non-sonant soft consonants where the blow

is reduced to the minimum degree of its velocity and resembles a

breathing; 3, fluid consonants which are blown, and sonant and non-

sonant consonants which are breathed.

As regards the order in which the consonants, generated in each

of the articulating stations, are presented by the various phonologists,

I propose to exhibit the systems of each in the following scheme-,

commencing with my own :

I.

HARD CONSONANTS.

= blown.

II.

SOFT CONSONANTS.

= breathed.

a) sonant.

b) non-sonant.

III.

FLUID CONSONANTS.

1. 2

blown. breathed.

a) sonant.

b) non-sonant.

2. Prof, von Returner's scheme (Zeitschrift f. d. oesterreichischen

Gymnasien, Jahrgang ix, Heft 5, page 357) :

I. II.

EXPLOSIVE SOUNDS. CONTINUOUSCONSONANTSOUNDS.

(Verschlusslaute.) (Konsonantische Dauerlaul

a. b. a. b.

blown. breathed. blown. breathed.

(flataj) (halatse) (flatse)
| halatee

)

[= non-sonant] [= sonant]

3. Dr. Briicke's scheme (pages 30, 55, &c):

I. II.

EXPLOSIVE SOUNDS. FRICATIVE Si

(Verschlusslaute.) (Keibungsgerausehe.)

a. b. a. h.

non-sonant. sonant. non-sonant. sonant.

The object of reducing the consonants generated in the various

articulating stations into a system, may either be to exhibit their

mutual relations, or to give a synopsis of the elements conspiring in

their formation. The history of language reveals the relations be-

tween the several consonants, by tracing the changes which they un-

dergo in the course of time, and upon being transplanted from one
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language into another, the presumption being that these changes are

brought about according to the degree of affinity existing between the

several sounds ; but the materials for a synopsis of their constituent

elements are furnished by physiological researches. Physiology can-

not decide the question as to the relations of the consonants, as little

as philology can give us a clue to their formation ; therefore, in order

to construct a consonant system exhibiting both the relations and the

component elements of the several consonants, physiology and phi-

lology must combine, the former furnishing the materials and the

latter arranging them into a proper form. These preliminary remarks

are necessary to enable me to discuss the differences between my own

scheme and those of R. von Raumer and Dr. Brucke.

The schemes of Dr. Brucke and R. von Raumer give us a syn-

opsis of what each considers to be the elements of the several conso-

nants, —they are merely physiological schemes. In my own scheme

I undertake to supply their deficiencies and to arrange the consonants

into true philological order. The nature of the deficiencies supplied,

appears on a comparison of my scheme with that of the others. As

regards the true relations of the several consonants in each station,

comparative philology recognizes three degrees of solidity among

them, which I call hard, soft, and fluid. These three degrees, this

science proves to have been changed, in the course of time, in such

a manner that the fluid consonants were made soft, the soft hard,

and the hard fluid ; this has been instanced above, and it has, more-

over, been stated that the relations existing between the hard, soft,

and fluid consonants are the same as between the points of a circle.

I can, therefore, present my scheme of consonants, also, in the fol-

lowing diagram :

The philological arrangement

differs from the physiological in

this respect, that the former makes

a separate degree of the soft con-

sonants, while the latter classes

them with the hard consonants

under one head, and while com-

parative philology teaches that

the breathed and blown fluid con-

sonants tojcther constitute one

degree, and that both are related to the hard and soft consonants in

a like manner, the physiologists are inclined to maintain that the

\fliu'cl<

ll)TMthe<
cijsoyiant
l)y nm-sonant\ . a)sonant

)non-sonant

Imrd
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breathed fluid consonants are especially related to the breathed soft

consonants, and the blown fluid consonants to the blown hard con-

sonants. The fact that the blown and breathed fluid consonants are

found in the same degree is proved also by this consideration, that

in the English and French languages these two consonants frequently

interchange in the same words, e. g. half and halves, life and lives,

neuf and neuve, &c. That this arrangement of the consonants

into three degrees is also based on physiological grounds, I have

proved above, where I have shown that in the pronunciation of the

consonants the articulating stations are modified in a threefold manner.

This division has also been observed by the old grammarians, who

have divided the mutes into tenues, media?, and aspiratae. The

translation of these terms, in some of our modern grammars, is

smooth, middle, and asjxirate. The term "smooth" I regard as an

unfortunate translation, inasmuch as the hard consonants might with

more propriety be called rough instead of smooth ; the term " middy
is better, but the term " aspirate" in Greek grammar, is limited to

a few fluid consonants only, viz., <p, y, &, and ? or a is excluded from

it, and classed either with the semi-vowels, or else is made into a

separate class and called a sibilant. I adopt the terms " hard, soft,

and fluid," because in common language they describe three degrees

of solidity; "hard and soft," moreover, are the general terms by

which the smooth and middle consonants are indicated in German,

and "fluid" recommends itself on the score of being a degree softer

than "soft," and because, being a new term, we can easily include

in it the aspirates as well as the sibilants. The schemes proposed by

other phonologists and grammarians are generally based on mere

physiological grounds, as may be seen from what follows.

Latham (English Language, 2d edit, page 127), divides the mutes

into lene and aspirate, and each of them afterwards into sharp and

flat. The sonant consonants he calls flat, and the non-sonant sharp,

but he is at a loss himself (page 122) how to explain the difference

between lene and aspirate.

Wallis (Grammatica Anglicana) divides the consonants into muta

and semi-muta (non-sonant and sonant explosive sounds) and aspi-

rata (fluid consonant), subtilior, and pinguior, each of which he

subdivides into sonant and non-sonant.

Kempelen's division is like that of Dr. Brucke.

Dr. Joh. Midler speaks a, of consonants produced by strepitus

cequalis seu continuus ; b, by strepitus explosivus ; these he subdivides
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again into 1, Explosivae simplices (b, d, g); 2, Explosivae aspiratae

.£Ws lias explodents and continuants, and Lepslus, explosivae or

dividuae, and fricativae or continuae, and each of these he sub-

divides into fortes and ?e?*es.

P/-o/. il/«x Miiller (Bunsen's Outlines, &c., Vol. II, page 445),

divides the consonants into tenues and mediae, and into/?«<i/s .s(7>>'-

lantes, among which he distinguishes asperi and lenes ; in addition

to these he has both tenues and mediae aspiratae, following the

Sanscrit grammarians.]

After these extended remarks on the nature of the hard, soft, and

fluid consonants, I can proceed in my work, and specify the different

consonants, generated in each of the articulating stations.

§ 12. In the first or labial station two series of consonants may

be produced. This station is composed of the lips and the upper

teeth, and can be closed either by pressing the lips together, or

holding the lower lip against the upper teeth. In either case, by

closing the station firmly and exploding it by a blow, we obtain the

labial hard consonant p ; by shutting it more tightly and opening

it by breathing against it, we get the non-sonant labial soft conso-

nant b in German, and by making the breathing sonant and collect-

ing it in the back part of the mouth, before exploding the station

with it, the common labial soft consonant b in English. The hard

and soft consonants, produced by these two methods, viz., by press-

ing the lips together, or holding the lower lip against the upper teeth,

scarcely differ from each other, but in their pronunciation the station

is usually closed according to the first method, i. e. they are pronounced

with the lips compressed ; but the difference between these two kinds of

consonants becomes apparent in the pronunciation of the fluid conso-

nants. If we hold the lower lip loosely against the upper teeth and

blow through the station, when thus disposed, we get the fluid con-

sonant f, by breathing through it the German fluid consonant to,

and by making the air sonorous before breathing it through the

opening, the English fluid consonant v. By pressing the lips loosely

together, we obtain another series of fluid consonants ; by blowing

through the station we get a modification of /, which is nothing else

but a common blowing. Dr. Briickc says that this/ is used by

many Germans in the pronunciation of u in qu, c. g. Quelle, Quirli

&c. By breathing the vowel-sound u in flute through the station,

when thus disposed, we get the English vowel-consonant to, which

has been described above. In the labial station we thus obtain the
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following consonants (as exhibited in the

accompanying diagram) : 1, the hard con- LABIAL STATI0 >-.

sonant p ; 2, the German and English

soft consonants b and b ; o, the fluid con-

sonants/ and v, and the German fluid

consonant U) ; in addition to this, we

have the English vowel-consonant to,

which I propose to place on the outside

of the diagram, because it is a sort of

intermediate sound between the labial

consonants and the vowels.

§ 18. In the dental station three series of consonants may be pro-

duced, by either pressing the tip of the tongue against the upper

teeth, or the upper gums, or finally against the roof of the mouth,

as may be seen from figures 5, 6, 7, in Dr. Briicke's plate, appended

to his work. By closing the station firmly, in any of these three

places, and exploding it with a blow, we obtain the hard dental con-

sonant t ; by relaxing the pressure and exploding the aperture by

breathing against it, the German soft consonant b, and by rendering

the breathing sonorous before exploding the station with it, the En-

glish soft consonant d. The hard and soft dental consonants which

are in use in the English language, are those of the second series,

i. e. those which are formed by pressing the tip of the tongue against

the gums; they are called alveolar by Dr. Briicke. The cerebral t

and d, or those of the third series, are found in the Sanscrit, and the

dental t and d, or those of the first series, according to Dr. Briicke.

are used by some people in place of the alveolar. The difference

between these three series, which is not distinctly marked in the

hard and soft consonants, is more clearly exhibited in the fluid con-

sonants; there the different shades are also expressed to some extent

by separate characters in writing. The fluid consonants of the frst

dental series are obtained by holding the tip of the tongue against

the upper teeth. By blowing through the interstices of the teeth,

with the tongue in this position, we get the sound of th in thunder,

and by breathing through them, with the air rendered sonorous, the

sound of th in the, this, leather, &c. The fluid consonants of the

second dented series are generated by holding the tip of the tongue

against the upper gum in such a manner as to allow an egress to the

air through the teeth. By blowing through this passage we get the

sound of ss in blessing or s in say ; by breathing through it the sound

of s in was ; and by rendering the air sonorous before breathing
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through it, the sound of 2 in zeal. The fluid consonants of (he third

dental series are obtained by drawing the tongue a little farther into

the mouth than is done in the pronunciation of s, and there lowering

the posterior part of the tongue, so that it presents a somewhat con-

cave surface to the opposing breath; by blowing against this surface,

the rushing noise of the consonant sh is heard, and by breathing

against it, and, at the same time, render-

ing the air sonorous, the sound of z in

azure. In the dental station there are thus

produced the following consonants (as is

illustrated by the accompanying diagram) :

1, the hard consonant t ; 2, the German and

English soft consonants b and d; 3, the

fluid consonants th 1 in thunder, t7i
2 in this,

s
1 in say or ss in blessing, s

2
in was, z 1 in

zeal, sh and z" in azure.

[Rem. —Dr. Brucke notices a fourth series of dental consonants,

which is produced by pressing the tip of the tongue against the lower

front teeth, while the middle portion of the tongue is held against

the upper gum : this he calls the dorsal series; but the hard and

fluid consonants there produced are but slight variations of the

alveolar t and s, and they are, indeed, so much like them, that I do

not deem it necessary to make a separate series of them.

I differ, also, from Dr. Brucke in his explanation of sh, which he

holds to be an amalgamation of the guttural and dental fluid conso-

nants ; it is a clear dental letter and nothing else. I do not even

hesitate to call it a dental letter, although in its pronunciation the

tongue is drawn away from the teeth and touches the palate; for in

pronouncing sh as well as s, the teeth are closed, while in the gut-

tural consonants they are open.

§ 14. In the guttural station we obtain two series of consonants,

by pressing the middle of the tongue cither against the hard or soft

palates (see figures 8 and 9 in plate). This circle is defective in the En-

glish language in some of its members. The hard guttural conso-

nant k is produced by pressing the middle of the tongue against any

part of the palate which it can reach, and exploding the closed aper-

ture by a blow, just as the hard dental consonant t is formed by

pressing the tip of the tongue against any part of the palate which

it can reach, and afterwards exploding the closed aperture. By re-

laxing the pressure and exploding the station by breathing against

it, we obtain the German soft guttural letter g, and by making the
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breathing sonant before exploding the station with it, the English

soft consonant g. Some of the fluid guttural consonants arc wanting

in the English language; they are produced by leaving the guttural

door ajar, and either blowing or breathing the air through it. The

fluid consonants of the first series are obtained by pressing the middle

of the tongue against the hard palate, in such a manner as to allow

an egress to the air. By blowing through the aperture thus obtained,

we get the German consonant d) or/ in Nari)t. By pressing the middle

of the tongue against the soft palate in a like manner, and blowing

through this aperture, we get the German consonant f |) or y m rlid)t

;

this is the flu id consonant of the second series. In addition to these, if,

in the pronunciation of i in machine, we press the middle of the tongue

more towards the palate, we get the vowel-

consonant ij, which is nothing else but a gut-

tural fluid consonant, animated by the vowel

i in machine, as has been shown above. In

the guttural station we thus obtain : 1, the

hard consonant k; 2, the German and En.

glish soft consonants g and g ; and 3, the

German fluid consonants Cl)
1 in NiUl)t, and

ri)" in nici)t, to which may be added the

vowel-consonant y.

By most linguists the letter h is classed among the guttural con-

sonants, because, etymologic-ally, it is closely related to them ; but

physiology teaches us that it is nothing else but the unmodified, non-

sonant breath, passing out of the glottis and striking against the

surface of the pharynx and the outside air. Dr. Briicke, on this

account, separates it entirely from the consonants proper, and classes

it among the laryngal sounds. The letter h, therefore, represents

nothing else but the unmodified breath.

[Rem. —In addition to the laryngal and guttural sounds described

above, Dr. Briicke notices some others which are found in the Orien-

tal and Slavonic languages, but as they are foreign to our subject, I

do not deem it necessary to enter into their discussion.]

CHAPTERVI.

ON THE SEMI-VOWELS.

§ 15. The semi-vowels may be divided into two classes, very dis-

similar apparently, but which have the leading characteristics of this

vol. vin.

—

2t
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species of sounds in common. These are vocality and continuity.

They also have no corresponding mutes ; wherein they have a marked

difference from the sonant fluid consonants, z, v, &c, which, other-

wise, are very much like them.

The first class of the semi-vowels consists of the nasal sounds m,

n, and ny ; and the second of I and the several kinds of r.

In the pronunciation of the first class of the semi-vowels, the soft

palate is lowered, and the sonant breath, being checked in some one

of the closed articulating stations, is discharged through the nose.

In the pronunciation of m, the labial station is thus closed ; in that

of n, the dental; and in that of ng in tinny or youny, the guttural.

M, therefore, is related to the labial station; n, to the dental; and

ny to the guttural. This affinity is manifested in the composition of

words. The nasal semi-vowels are called resonants by Dr. Briicke,

because, in their production, the voice simply resounds in the cavi-

ties of the mouth and the nose.

In the pronunciation of I, the tip of the tongue closes the dental

station, but its posterior portion is depressed, so as to allow the sonant

breath to pass out between the jaw-teeth, and along the cheeks. Of

the semi-vowel r there are three kinds. The first we may call the

dental r. It is produced by causing the tongue to vibrate against

the gums of the upper incisory teeth, while the sonant breath is pro-

pelled through the mouth. The second is the palatal r. It is

formed by drawing the tongue further into the mouth, and so dis-

posing it there against the hard palate that it can scarcely vibrate. By
propelling the sonant breath against it with the view of causing it to

vibrate, we obtain the English r in arrow. The orthoepists call the

former the trilled R, and the latter the smooth ; and they recom-

mend that the r be trilled when it precedes a vowel, as in roll, crush,

Arc. ; but that it be made smooth when it follows a vowel, as in air,

orb, &c. In addition to these, there is the guttural r, which is made

by causing the uvula to vibrate. This r, Dr. Briicke says, is the

Provencal r of the French, which even now is frequently heard in

Paris.

CHAPTERVII.

ON TIIE COMBINATION OF THE CONSONANTSAND SEMI-VOWELS
WITH THE VOWELS.

§ 16. The combination of the semi-vowels and those consonant-

which arc formed of sonorous breath, viz., h, d, y, v, and .., with the
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preceding or following vowels, is effected very easily ; for, as they are

all formed of sonorous breath, no break occurs in passing from one

species of sound to another.

The case is different in passing from a hard consonant to a vowel,

or vice versa. These are no longer homogeneous sounds; for the for-

mer are pronounced with mute and the latter with sonorous breath.

When the hard consonants are initial, the mute breath employed in

their formation must all be ejected before the sonorous breath of the

vowels can be heard; and, on this account, there is naturally a chasm

between the hard consonants and the following vowels. This chasm

is filled up by the breathing sound h ; for the waste breath, ejected

after the explosion of the hard consonants, by striking against the

surface of the pharynx, on its passage from the glottis, and in

coming in contact with the outside air, assumes the form of this

sound. This causes the aspiration of the hard consonants which'

is frequently noticed. In some languages, this aspiration is

stronger; in others weaker, according as the pressure of the air

from the lungs is more or less intense, or as the flowing out of

the mute breath is sooner or later checked in the glottis. The En-

glish aspirate their hard consonants strongly, the Germans weakly,

which is the reason that when the consonants^, t, and k are pro-

nounced by German organs, they sound more like b, d, and g to an

English ear. When the hard consonants are final, i. e. when they

follow the vowels, their respective articulating stations can, indeed,

be closed immediately, and the vowel thus be cut short ; but the se-

cond operation of their articulation, viz., that of opening the sta-

tion, which, in a great measure, constitutes their acoustical effect, is

naturally heard separately from the vowels. When the hard conso-

nants are medial, that is, when they are pronounced between two

vowels, as in rapid, meeting, pica, the aspirate is almost entirely

lost, and the hard consonants on this account are more intimately

connected with the vowels in this instance.

Between the fluid consonants/, s, th, and sh, which are also formed

of mute breath, and the following vowels, there is no chasm ; for in

their pronunciation the articulating stations are not suddenly burst

open, as is done in the formation of the hard consonants, but they

remain ajar, and thus all mute breath preceding the vowels, instead

of passing out in the form of the breathing sound h, as in the hard

consonants, is converted into these fluid consonants themselves.

When they are medial and final, and are thus preceded by vowels,

there is a tendency observed in them to become sonant, as in his,

reason, &c. This tendency will be discussed in the second part.
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With regard to the sonant fluid consonants, viz., v, z, th, Mr. Ellis

states (Essentials of Phonetics), page 11, that, when they are final,

we always pass over into their corresponding non-sonant sounds;

and that this may be particularly observed in solemn delivery, as in

the reading of clergymen, who, instead of liiz (his), have, say hizs,

liavf.

The several combinations of two or three consonants and semi-

vowels, either before or after the vowels, will be discussed under their

own especial heads. They combine with the vowels in the same way

as when these are preceded or followed by single consonants and

semi-vowels.

CHAPTERVIII.

ON CONSONANTALDIPHTHONGS.

§ 17. Weshall now investigate the principles by which the conso-

nants combine with each other. Some of these combinations are so

intimate that we may call them consonantal diphthongs, while in

othei's, which arise from mere juxtaposition of two consonants, they

do not combine at all. The former occur in simple words or stems,

and the latter are brought about by the composition of two separate

words.

In the pronunciation of the mutes or hard and soft consonants, we

may distinguish two separate operations, that of closing and of

opening the articulating stations. By each of these operations the

proper sound of the mutes is produced; and although, for their full

formation, both operations must contribute, still in speech they may

be separated, and the mutes be pronounced at one time by the clos-

ing, and at another by the opening of the articulating stations ; for

instance in opt,p is pronounced by closing the labial station, and t

by opening the dental ; so also in act, &c. In fact, there are some

combinations where the consonants are pronounced in this manner,

and others where each consonant requires to be pronounced both by

the closing and the opening of the station, as, for instance, fp
}

th,

&c. The former arc among the consonantal diphthongs, and occur in

single syllables, while the other can only exist by the composition of

two separate words or syllables, as in postpone, pumpkin, mill-pan,

hitcat, dec.

Our next object will be to discuss the various kinds of consonantal
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diphthongs, and to specify those combinations where two consonants

combine with each other, and where they refuse doing so.

The Jirst kind of consonantal diphthongs is obtained when the hard

consonants are followed by the breathing sound h. By this means we

get what may be called the hard consonants aspirated. The pure aspi-

rates, i. e. such where the letter h is distinctly pronounced, do not occur

in the English language, except in compound words, as in uphold, short-

hand, workhouse, &c. But, as has been mentioned above, when the

hard consonants are initial and final, they always become more or less

aspirated. The breathing sound h combines so very intimately with

the hard consonants, even when joined to them by composition, that

their combination can scarcely be regarded as a consonantal diphthong;

but with the soft consonants, at least with the English kind, it does

not combine at all, because the sound of the voice with which these

consonants are pronounced, excludes the mute breathing sound h. So if

in abhor, madhouse, or log-house, we wish to sound the letters b, d,

or <j distinctly, we must pronounce these words slowly, and separate

their two constituent members. In conversation, we generally obvi-

ate this difficulty by pronouncing the letters b, d, g like p, t, lc. In

combinations of the fluid consonants with h, also, the two words by

which they are brought into juxtaposition require to be sounded se-

parately, as in off-hand, race-horse, flesh-hook, heath-hen, stare-head,

&c. ; for if we endeavor to pronounce them closely together, the

letter h is absorbed by the preceding fluid consonants.

§ 18. The second kind of consonantal diphthongs is produced when

the members of the same consonantal series are pronounced consecu-

tively. The hard and soft consonants of the same series cannot be thus

combined on account of their sameness, and, also, because the En-

glish hard consonants are pronounced with mute, and the English

soft consonants with sonorous breath ; and it is a matter of impos-

sibility to pronounce consecutively consonants formed of mute and

of sonorous breath. In case they do come together by composition,

whenever the hard consonant precedes, it is assimilated to the fol-

lowing soft, as in cupboard, clapboard, raspberry, blackguard, &c,

which are pronounced as if they were spelt cubboard, clabboard,

rasberry, Haggard ; and when the soft consonant precedes, the word

is pronounced in two detached syllables, as in sub-poena, head-tie,

hand-tree, land-tax, dog-kennel ; or when they are pronounced hur-

riedly the preceding soft is assimilated to the succeeding hard conso-

nant. Next to the aspirates the most intimate conjunction between

two consonants is obtained when the hard and soft are followed by
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their respective fluid consonants, as in church and judge. The combi-

nations of this kind which occur in the English language are those of

the cerebral t and sh in church ; of the cerebral d and zh in judge ;

of the dental t and th in width (for d before the blown or sharp th

becomes t); of the alveolar t and s in hits, which is spelled z in

German, and the alveolar d and z in needs, which is spelled z in

Italian. In the German language, moreover, we find/)/ in Pferd, and

in English by composition in hopeful, also bv in obvious, and in the

German, l;y or kch in Stiickchen. Among these, tsh and dzh are found

both as initials and finals, as in church, judge ; and as medials, as in

nature, soldier, dth, ts, and dz are only found as finals, as in width,

hits, needs, and bv and p^/as medials in obvious and hopeful. It was

mentioned above that the hard consonants in English before a vowel

are naturally aspirated, i. e., a portion of the breath which is used

in exploding the articulating stations by striking against the surface

of the pharynx, assumes the form of the breathing sound h. In the

above combinations, after the several articulating stations have been

exploded, they are left ajar, and thus, instead of the letter h, the

corresponding fluid consonants of each station are produced. In the

case of the soft consonants, also, the sonant breath, ejected after the

explosion of the articulating stations, is moulded into their corre-

sponding sonant fluid consonants by leaving the articulating stations

ajar. The connection between these hard consonants and their cor-

responding fluid consonants is, therefore, as intimate as between the

hard consonants and the breathing sound h ; for, in each case, the

succeeding consonants are formed of the waste breath used in ex-

ploding the several articulating stations. When the fluid consonants

precede, the case is different, for there they only combine with the

initial element of the hard consonants, which consists in closing the

station ; and between this (which is entirely inaudible, except when

it is preceded by a vowel) and its second element, a small pause in-

tervenes. The combinations of this kind in the English language

are st, zd, iht, thd. The first of these, viz., st, occurs both as an

initial, a final, and a medial, as in still, fast, mystic, but the others

only as finals, as in prized, betrothed, breathed. The only word where

zd also occurs as an initial is sdeath, which is probably abbreviated

from God's death. The Germans are very fond of the combination

sht, both as an initial, a final, and a medial, but the French are so

much opposed to having their hard consonants preceded by fluid ones

that they frequently cast out s before t, e. g., etablir (establish |,
'ta-

ble (stabulum), Haiti (stannuin), ctancher (stanch), etoile (stella),
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kc. In corSpound words we, moreover, find in English sht in wash-

tub, and/]; in half-pay. The only instance in the English language

where two fluid consonants of the same consonantal series are pro-

nounced consecutively, is ths in clothes, &c., and also in loathsome.

§ 19. The third kind of consonantal diphthongs is produced by

pronouncing consecutively consonants pertaining to different ar-

ticulating stations. As regards the combinations of this kind in

general, it must be repeated that it is a matter of impossibility to

pronounce consecutively, in one syllable, consonants formed of mute

and of sonorous breath. Thus, combinations like avt, abth, agt, ags,

apd, asd, ashd, asg, &c, as has been observed by Dr. Latham in his

u Elementary English Grammar," § 44, are incapable of being pro-

nounced, and, in order to be pronounced, one of the sounds must

change its character, and so accommodate itself to the other. This

is especially illustrated by the contracted preterits and participles,

where d is pronounced like t after consonants formed of mute breath,

and like d, after consonants formed of sonorous breath and the semi-

vowels, c. g. it is pronounced like t in faced, reached, stuffed, laughed,

triumphed, croaked, cracked, houghed, reaped, nipped, piqued,

missed, wished, earthed, betrothed, fixed. It is pronounced as d in

daubed, judged, hugged, thronged, scaled, filled, aimed, crammed,

pained, planned, feared, marred, soothed, loved, dozed, buzzed (see

Goold Brown, " Grammar of English Grammars," page 157, Obs.

6). Still, in compound words, when we pronounce them in detached

syllables, it is possible to pronounce hard and soft consonants in suc-

cession, e. g., backbite, catgut, football, fig-tree, hogpen, handcuff,

jackdaw, lapdog, nightgown, wood-pile, &c. But when these words

are pronounced hurriedly, the first of these consonants is invariably

accommodated to the second. In order to understand the manner in

which the hard and also the soft consonants of the different classes

combine, we have first minutely to examine again the process of their

formation. The breath issuing from the wind-pipe can be checked

in the mouth in three different stations. The first stoppage is caused

by the middle of the tongue, the second by its tip, and the third by

the lips. From the guttural to the dental station, there is an unin-

terrupted passage, because the stoppage of both is caused by the

same member, viz., the tongue ; but the labial station is separated

from the dental by a sort of chasm. If, now, we take into considera-

tion that two operations contribute to the pronunciation of the hard

and soft consonants, viz., those of closing and of opening the articu-

lating stations —which two operations can be separated in speech

—
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we are enabled to see that the operation of closing may ]% performed

in the guttural station, while that of opening, by suddenly closing

the dental station, may be performed there. Thus, that the same

amount of breath which is ordinarily used for the pronunciation of a

single guttural or dental consonant, may also be used for uttering a

guttural and a dental consonant in succession. Hence, both ct and

gd in act and hugged, are consonantal diphthongs. The case is dif-

ferent in pronouncing a labial after a dental hard or soft consonant.

For, between the dental and labial stations, as has been noticed above,

there is a sort of a chasm or of a break, preventing our sliding from

a dental to a labial hard consonant with the same facility. Thus,

these two consonants cannot be pronounced as closely together as a

guttural and a dental. In fact, we have to perform both operations

of closing and opening the dental station, before we can do the same

in the labial. Hence the combinations tp and db do not occur in

single syllables, but are only found in compound words, as in foot-

path, postpone, postpaid, &c, and in wordbook, cudbear, goodby, &.C.

Quite the reverse we notice on passing from a labial to a dental, and

from a dental to a guttural hard or soft consonant; for we may easily

pass from a labial to a dental, but with difficulty from a dental to a

guttural consonant. The reason is, because after performing the first

operation of closing the labial station, we can instantly close the

dental, and thus, when the time of performing the second operation

has arrived, instead of opening the former we can open the latter

station. By this means we obtain the consonantal diphthongs pt and

bd in apt and daubed. On the other hand, the very circumstance

of the dental and guttural stations being closed by the same member,

viz., the tongue, prevents the exterior consonants t and d from com-

posing consonantal diphthongs with the interior consonants c and g.

These consonants, therefore, are never found consecutively in the

same syllables, but occur only in compound ^Yords, e. g., in footcloth,

greatcoat, kitcat, nightcap, and also headgear. As regards the com-

bination of labial and guttural, or of guttural and labial hard or soft

consonants, it is impossible for them to constitute consonantal diph-

thongs, for their respective articulating stations are too far apart to

allow any sliding from one station to another. Hence, these com-

binations, also, never occur in single syllables, but only in compound

words, viz., p/c in pumpkin, shcepcot, etc., bg in sub-governor, kc.

;

kp in barkpit, milkpan, rock-plant, stuckpurse, &c. ; and gb in bug-

bear, dogbane, &c. With respect to the use of the consonantal diph-

thongs ct, gd, pt, and bd, in the English language, they are never
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found in the beginning of syllables or stems, but always at their end;

and in case they do occur as initials, as in the foreign words bdellium,

ctenoid, ptisan, their first consonants are always mute.

A very intimate conjunction is established between the hard and

soft consonants of one station and the fluid consonants of another

;

indeed, in several languages separate characters have been invented

for the combinations ending in s. With the labial fluid as its last

letter we obtain the consonantal diphthongs //, dv, kf and gv.

These combinations although they are closely conjoined and are

regular consonantal diphthongs, only occur in compositions, c. g. in

catfish, hand-vice, thankful, dog-vane, &c. With the dental fluid

are produced ks and ps ; the former is spelt f in Greek, and x in

English, and the latter cl< in Greek; bz and gz we find in tribes

and hogs, and also in example; j>th in depth and kth in buckthorn;

pah and ksh are found in eruption, action, &c. Ks=x is only

found in the middle and at the end of words, as in exile, fix;

in the beginning of words k is dropped, as in xanthic, which

is pronounced zanthic ; gz is a medial in example and a final in

hogs; pth is always a final, as in depth, and psh and ksh are me-

dials, as in ruptlon, action. Combinations of the hard consonants

with the guttural fluid are only found in German diminutives, e g.

py or pch in Lappchen, ty or tch in Giitchen. As regards the com-

binations beginning with a fluid and ending in a hard or soft conso-

nant, I have to repeat a statement, viz , that these combinations arc

by no means as intimate as when the fluid follow the hard or soft

consonants; for in the former case the fluid consonants combine with

the initial, and in the latter with the final element of the hard or soft

cousonants. F frequently combines in simple words with t, as in aft,

oft, t being its nearest neighbor; before k it is only found in com-

pound words, as in half rock, ifcc. ; v, also, only occurs in compound

words before d or g, as in grave-digger, shave grass, &c. As the

dental hard consonant very readily combines with p and k as in apt

and act, because the dental station is intermediate between the labial

and guttural, so also the dental fluid s experiences no difficulty in

preceding these sounds; thus we find sp in spell and hasp, and sk in

skill and brisk; slip and shk only occur in compound words, e. g.

in tcash-pot, flesh-color ; and thp in toothpick, and thk in hrathcock.

Fluid consonants of different stations only very seldom precede each

other in simple words; the only instances of the kind in the English

language are sf'vn sphere, fth in fifth, and when /and v are followed

by s in inflectional forms, e. g., chiefs, halves, gives, &c. In com-

vol. viii.

—

2v
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pound words we find fsh in chiefahip, shf in gashful, and thf in

truth/id.

§ 20. I now propose to present in a synopsis the results at which

we have arrived in the preceding investigation. I shall first collect

all combinations of two consonants which exist in the English lan-

guage, whether they occur in simple or compound words. Those

printed in capitals are consonantal diphthongs which occur in roots,

those in italics such as are obtained by inflectional forms or composi-

tion, and those in common type such combinations as are brought

about by composition, and where the two consonants refuse to combine.

Combinations of the Consonants with H.

a. Hard consonants combined with h:

ph (uphold), th (shorthand),

b. Soft consonants followed by h:

bh (abhor), dh (wood-house),

c. Fluid consonants followed by h:

fh (offhand), s-h (race-horse),

vh (stave-head), sh-h (flesh-hook),

th-h (withhold).

kh (workhouse).

gh (log-house).

yli (German Buch-

halter).

II.

Combinations among the Consonants op the same Stations.

a. Hard and non-sonant Jin id consonants:

PF (Germ. Pferd, ts (hits, Germ. Z), hx (Stiickchen),

Engl, hopeful), 7V>i/ (church),

tth (width).

b. Soft consonants and sonant jluid consonants:

bv (obvious), dz (heads, needs),

DZH(judge),

o. Fluid consonants followd by hard and soft consonants:

fp (half pay), ST (store, fast), zd (zdeath, buzzed ).

sht (washtub), thd (wreathed),

tht (betrothed).

.1. Fluid consonants of the same station following one another:

ths (cloths, loathsome).
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III.

Combinations among the Consonants op different Stations.

a. Combinations of the hard consonants

:

PT'(apt), tp (footpath), kp (barkpit),

pk (pumpkin), tk (kitcat), KT (act).

b. Combinations of soft consonants

:

bd (daubed), db (cudbear), gb (bugbear),

bg (sub-governor), dg (head-gear), yd (hugged).

c. Conibinatio7is of hard and fluid consonants :

ps (mishaps), //(catfish), KS (axe, bricks),

SP (spear, hasp). FT (aft), SK (skill, brisk),

pth (depth), ty (Germ. Giitchen), Z/(bookful),

psh (ruption), fk (half-cock),

/>/(Germ. Liippchen), htk (buckthorn).

d. Combinations of soft and fluid consonants :

bz (tribes, daubs), dv (handvice), GZ(example, eggs),

zb (rose-bud), yd (grave-digger), zg (rose-gall),

b/(Germ.Tliubchen), dy (Germ. Brbdchen),gv (dog-vane),

vg (shave-grass).

e. Combinations of the different fluid conso?iants

:

fs (life-string), sf (blissful, sphere),

fsh (chiefship), sy (Germ. Hiiuschen),

fth (twelfth), shf (gashful),

fy (Germ. Hiiufchenj, shy (Germ. Riiuschchen),

vs (lives, gives), thf (truthful).

I shall now collect those consonantal diphthongs which are initial :

TSH(church), ST (still), SK (skill),

DZU(judge), SP (spear), SF (sphere).

Those which are medial:

p-h (uphold), kp (back-piece), Jcs (exile), st (plastic),

t-h (shorthand), kt (doctor), ksh (action), sk (basket),

Ich (workhouse), bd (subdue), /.^(buckthorn), thp (toothpick),

bh (abhor), bg (sub-governor), tth (cutthroat), thk (heathcock),

dh (woodhouse), db (cudbear), bv (obvious), shp (flesh-pot),

gh (log-house), dg (head-gear), bz (absent), sht (washtub),

fh (offhand), gb (bugbear), dv (handvice), shk (flesh-color),

vh (stave-head), yd (dogday), dz (gladsome), vd(gravedigger),

th-h (withhold), p/(topful), dzh (Bridget), vg (shave-grass),

s-h (race-horse), ps (tipsy), yv (dog-vane), zb (rose-bud),

sh-h (flesh-hook),ps/t (ruption), gz (example), fs (beefsoup),

pt (baptist), tf (catfish), fp (half-pay), fsh (chiefship),
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}>k (napkin), (s (lightsome), ft (lofty;, ths (loathsome),

tp (footpath), tsh (hatchet), fk (half-cock), sf (blissful),

tk (kitcat), 7r/(bookful), sp (jasper), shf (gashful),

thf (truthful).

Those which ixrcjinal:

tth (width), DZIl (judge),

dz (heads), ST (fast),

ts (hits), tht (betrothed),

TSH(church), thd (breathed),

bd (daubed),

ps (mishaps),

pth (depth),

KS (axe),

bz (tribes),

ftli (twelfth),

zd (buzzed, prized),

(lis (cloths),

PT(*. Vt),

KT (act),

gd (hugged),

SP (hasp),

FT (aft),

SK (brisk),

GSfegp),
vs (lives).

CHAPTERIX.

ON THE SEMI-VOWEL DIPHTHONGS.

§ 21. The great difference between the semi-vowels and the conso-

nants becomes apparent in the combinations which they form both

among themselves and with the consonants. For there the semi-

vowels display a much greater freedom than the consonants. Still

there is a distinction in this respect even among the semi-vowels

themselves, r and I being more independent than m, n, and ng ; for

these latter arc more or less limited by their affinity to some one of

the articulating stations of the consonants. As a general thing, r

and I combine as readily with the labial as with the dental and gut-

tural consonants; and while the blown or non-sonant fluid consonants

only combine with the hard, and the sonant fluid consonants with the

soft consonants, all the semi-vowels combine as well with the former

as with the latter. The only difference is this, that when the semi-

vowels arc preceded by a hard consonant, the aspirate by which these

are usually followed renders the beginning of the semi-vowels mute,

while those which are preceded by a soft consonant are sonant from

their very beginning. There is another peculiarity distinguishing

the semi-vowel combinations or diphthongs from those of the conso-

nants, viz., that whatever may be the combination, the semi-vowel i>
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always next to the vowel ; thus, when the semi-vowel diphthong is

in the beginning of a word, the semi-vowel is always in the second

place, e. g., prow, grow, plough, true, &c. ; and when it is at the end

of a word, the semi-vowel is always in the first place, c. g., harp,

heart, lark, salt, hand, &c. These combinations, therefore, clearly

indicate that the semi-vowels are an intermediate species of sound

between the vowels and consonants.

§ 22. Of the two sounds r and /, again, the former seems to take

the precedence, inasmuch as we find combinations of rl, e. g , snarl,

girl, hurl, &c, but never any of Ir, except in compositions, e. g.,

hill-road ; and while combinations of r and the nasals, e. g., arm,

barn, &c, are all stable, I becomes quiescent before mand n, when

preceded by a and o, e. g , calm, balm, holm, Holmes, aula ; still we

find elm, film, stulm. In kiln, it is the n, which is rendered quies-

cent.

Whenever r and I are preceded by the nasals, the affinity of the

latter for their respective consonants is developed. Thus, tumlc

(Germ, taumcln) is changed into tumble, numer (Lat. numerus) into

number (French nombre), ciner (Lat. cincrcm) into cinder (French

vendre), thunner (Germ. Donner} into thunder, sp inn el (to spin) into

spindle. After ng in young, another g is inserted, as in younger,

hungry, wrangle. This second g is plainly noticed in the pronun-

ciation, but it is not expressed in spelling. This peculiarity of in-

serting the mutes is derived to the English from the Freuch, where

we find viendrai, nombre ep ingle (Lat. spinula); while in German

we find Donner, Numer, hungrig (pronounce hvmg-rig), jiingcr (pro-

nounce jung-cr). A similar tendency of inserting the mutes is no-

ticed in Latin and Greek, especially in the latter, where we find

[i£ftj3Aatza, aix^Kwu} for a[uaXuvu>
}

a/ifiporot;, a'sdpuq instead of dvipo^

&c. (See R. F. Weymouth on the liquids, in relation to certain

mutes, in Transactions of the Philological Society, London, 1856.)

The combination of two nasal semi-vowels is incapable of being-

pronounced except when it is medial, as in autumnal. When it is

final, one of its constituent members is suppressed, as in autumn,

condemn, limn, where the letter n is not pronounced. In French it

is just the opposite, and the letter m is made quiescent, as in con-

damner, automne, &c.

§ 23. Concerning the combination of the semi-vowels with the

consonants, it was noticed above that in the beginning of words the;

semi-vowels always follow, as in prow, clown, and at the end of words

they always precede, as in bark, pelt, &c. We, moreover, noticed
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that while the non-sonant fluid consonants only combine with the

hard, and the sonant fluid consonants with the soft, the semi-vowels

combine as readily with the former as with the latter, with this dif-

ference only, that when they are preceded by a hard consonant, the

aspirate which usually follows these sounds renders the first part of

the semi-vowels mute, while they are sonant from the very first,

when they are preceded by a soft consonant. Compare plough and

blow, true and drew, crow and grow. Wethus obtain with the semi-

vowel r, in the beginning of words, the combinations pr and br in

prow and brow, tr and dr in true and drew, cr and gr in crow and

grow. At the end of words, we find rp in harp, and rb in barb,

and herb, rt in part, and rd in herd, rk in park, and rg in berg.

With the semi-vowel I, we find in the beginning of words the follow-

ing combinations, viz., pi in plough and bl in blow {tl and dl in the

English and the European languages in general only occur in com-

positions, as in cidlass, and as medials, in Dudley, motley, but they

are of favorite occurrence in the old Mexican language), hi in clown,

gl. in glow. At the end of words we find Ip in help and lb in bulb,

ft in salt and Id in yield (in could, should, would, I is quiescent).

There seems to be a disaffection in the English language between the

guttural hard and soft consonants and /; inasmuch as I before h when

preceded by a and o is invariably rendered quiescent, as in stalk,

chalk, caulk, and folk, Polk. It is, however, pronounced in yolk,

and after e, i, u, as in elk, milk, bulk. When I is followed by g,

this is either converted into a sibilant, as in bulge, bilge, or else it is

cast out, as in follow (Germ, f of gen), gallows (Germ. Gafgen), bel-

loivs (Germ. Bafg), billow (Dut. bolge). The same thing we notice

in the combinations of r with g, where, with the exception of berg

in ice-berg, g is either made soft, as in barge, merge, spurge, or else

it is ejected, as in morrovj (Germ. Morgeri), borrow (Germ, borgen),

sorrow (Germ. Sorge). Still, we find the combinations of Ig and rg

as medials and in compositions, as in fulgor, toll-gate, bargain, cargo.

With regard to the combinations of the nasal semi-vowels and the

mutes, the English language is opposed to having any nasal preceded

by a mute, except in the middle of words, where we find indignant,

figment, titmouse, &e. Thus, in tmeais, pneumatics, know, gnaw,

the mutes are invariably rendered quiescent. At the end of words,

the nasals manifest a decided affinity for their respective mutes.

Thus we find m followed by p and b, as in lamp and dumber ; n by

t and d, as \n flint and sand ; ng or the guttural n by k and //, as in

shank and fnger. When mb and ng are final, b and g are always
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quiescent, as in dumb and young • but in the middle of words, they

are distinctly sounded, as in dumber and finger. The relation be-

tween the three nasals is more intimate than between any other three

letters; indeed, they seem to be mere shades of one general nasal

sound, each peculiar shade being determined by its following mute.

This we see especially illustrated in the Greek compounds with am
and h. In this language, the cuttural n, for which we have no par-

ticular sign in English, is represented by y. Thus, before the labials,

we find gu;j., as in ffupstifutui and au/Jifiabut, before the dentals guv, as

in aovrzi'/tu and aw/diio, and before the gutturals aoy, as in avyxaAiw

and ffvjycyvopm. The tendency of changing m into n before dentals

is so strong that in order to preserve m before /, we must fortify it by

the insertion of p, as in contempt, attempt) hence, also, the double

forms tempto and teuto in Latin. Mwe find preserved before d, by

the insertion of /5 in the Greek L imbda. Neither n or ng are ever

found before the labials, except in compound words, as in brainpan,

long-boat, &e. ; nor do we find m and the dental n before gutturals

except in like cases, as in gimcrack, mankind.

The semi-vowels combine very readily with the fluid consonants,

both at the beginning and at the end of syllables. With /•, in the

beginning of words, we find fr in free, tlir in three, shr in shrine (sr is

only found in compositions, as in moss-rose) j at the end of words, wo

find rf'm dwarf, rv in starve, rth in north, rs in horse, rsh in harsh,

ry in Germ. dunk. With /, in the beginning of words, are found

fl in flaw, si in slaw, sld in German, schlau, and in the compound

rashly, tld in faithless ; at the end of words, If in self (when pre-

ceded by a, I before /'is quiescent, e. g. calf, half), Iv in delve, Is in

pulse, l/h in health, Ish in Wrl*h, ly in Germ, welch. With m, in

the beginning of words, we find sm in smart, shm in Germ, schmieren,

and in the compound hash-meat (fin and fhm are only found in com-

positions, e. g. deaf-mute, Northmen) ; at the end of words, mf in

nymph (Germ, dumpfl <tc, where p is interposed between mand/),

mth in warmth, ms in plurals of nouns ending in m, e. g. hams,

gems, msh in redemption, and in compounds, as sttam-ship, and my
in German compounds, e. </. Bliimchen. With n, in the beginning

of words, we find sn in snow, shn in Germ. Schnee (//i and tlm are

only found in compounds, as in stffuess, uncouthness) ; at the end

of words, nf in Germ, fiinfl and English compounds, e.g. manful,

nth in month, ns in chance, pens, &c. ; nsh in mansion, and in punch,

where there seems to be a slight touch of the / after u, nzh in sineg,

ny in Germ. Munch. Combinations of the guttural n and the fluid
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consonants are only found at the end of syllables; ng/'m Germ. Jungfer,

and English compounds, c. g. wing-footed, ngih in length, ngs in

Stings; ngsh is found in compounds, e. g. slung-shot, and ng% in

German compounds, e. <y Dingchen.

§ 24r. Thus far those combinations of the semi-vowels and conso-

nants only have been investigated, where the semi-vowels are nearest

to the vowels. I shall now examine the phenomena exhibited by

the semi-vowels, when they appear in an inverse position. In the

beginning of words, there is no instance whatever of a semi-vowel

preceding a consonant, but at the end of syllables, we sometimes find

a semi-vowel succeeding a consonant, as in chasm, spasm, &c. These

combinations I intend now to consider. It has been stated above,

in treating of the unmodified vowel, that it is the element animating

the semi-vowels, and some instances have been adduced, viz., mitre,

centre, theatre, &c, where the animating principle of the semi-

vowel has been mistaken for a separate vowel ; for in these words it

is generally supposed that the final c is pronounced before the r, and

in order to make the spelling and the pronunciation agree, it has

been proposed to spell them miter, center, theater, as has been done

in several other instances. In button, spoken, label, bosom, also, it

is usually supposed that we pronounce a vowel between the last two

consonants, while in reality, the vowel we hear is nothing else but

the inherent sound of the semi-vowels themselves. Nevertheless, all

these words are regarded as dissyllables, although their second sylla-

bles, as we have just seen, are formed merely by appending a semi-

vowel 10 the first syllables. Thus the semi- vowels in these words are

not only in the place of vowels, but even of entire syllables: hence,

the apropriateness of calling them semi-vowels.

This capacity of serving as vowels, or rather as entire syllables, is

always developed, in the English language, in the semi-vowels, when

they are not immediately connected with a vowel, as in spasm, chasm,

&c , where a consonant intervenes between the vowels and semi-

vowels, and where the letter wi is pronounced in the same way, as

the syllable om in blossom, bosom. The reason of this is, that the

semi-vowels partake both of the nature of the vowels and of the con-

sonants; and, as has been mentioned above, are an intermediate

species of sounds between the consonants and the vowels. When
they are brought into juxtaposition with the vowels, their own vowel-

nature is obscured, and they serve in the capacity of consonants, but

when they are separated from the vowels, and surrounded by conso-

nants only, as \n spasm, fable, centre, &c, their vowel-nature becomes
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clearly manifest, and relieves them from the surrounding consonants.

In the former case, they enter into diphthongal relations with the con-

sonants, and act as mediums between the consonants and the vowels

but in the latter case they refuse doing so. In the French language

it is different. There the semi-vowels, when they close a word after

a consonant, are pronounced with mute breath, as in mailre, peuple,

litre, and these words are thus essentially monosyllables, although

the semblance of dissyllables is impressed upon them by the final

mute e with which they are spelled. The mode of spelling these

final semi-vowels is various in English. When the words end in m,

and are preceded by s, the semi-vowel is simply added to s, as in

cJiasm, spasm, schism, &c, or else it is preceded by o, as in bosom;

when r or I are the final serai-vowels, they are either followed by a

mute e, as in mitre, acre, bible, bridle, eagle, or else they are pre-

ceded by a, e, or o, as in bridal, model, gambol, sugar, wafer ; n

is usually preceded by o or e, as in nation, mutton, maiden.

§ 25. After having fully discussed the semi-vowel diphthongs as

initials and finals, we have now to consider them as medials. In the

beginning of words, when semi-vowels combine with consonants, the

semi-vowels are always in the second, and, at the end of words, in

the first place, but in the middle of words both combinations occur.

Still, we notice a remarkable distinction in their use; when an initial

combination occurs as a medial, there is a decided break between the

preceding consonant and the following semi-vowel, as in cit-ron,

fab-ric, vg-ly, at-las, dog-ma, &c. ; but when a final combination is

found medial, their diphthongal relation continues unimpaired, as in

certain, harvest, murder, furbish, mdgar, pilfer, halter, anthem, ho,.

§ 26. I shall now preseut the reader with a synopsis of the various

combinations which the semi-vowels undergo, both among themselves

and with the consonants; those which are printed in capitals are

regular diphthongs and occur in single syllables, while those which

are printed in common type, denote that they do not combine, and

are only found in compositions, and those in italics that one of the

two members of the combinations is quiescent.

I.

Combinations of the Semi-vowels among themselves.

a. The semi-voicels R and L:

RL (snarl), lr (hill-road).

b. The semi-voicels R and L, and the Nasa7s :

RM(arm), RN(barn),

vol.. viii. —2v
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LM (elm, film, stulm), Im (calm, holm),

In (auln, kiln).

c. The Nasah preceding the Semi-vowels R and L :

mr=mbr (number), nr=ndr (thunder), ngr==ng-gr (6nger),

ml=mbl (tumble), nl=ndl (spindle), ngl=ng-gl (mingle).

d. Two Nasals combined

:

mn (autumnal), mn (limn).

II.

Combinations of the Semi-vowels with the Mutes.

a. Ihe Semi-vowel R and the Mutes:

RB (herb),

RD (hard),

RG(berg).

PR (prow), BR (brow), RP(harp),

TR (true), DR(drew), /^(part),

KR (crow), GR(grow), RK(park),

b. The Semi-vowel L and the Mutes:

PL (plough), dl (Dudley), LK (elk, milk, yolk, bulk),

tl (cutlass), GL (glow), J/r (stalk, folks), LG(fulgor==bilge).

KL (clown), LP (help), LB (bulb),

BL (blow), £7/ (salt), LD (yield),

c. The Semi-votoel Mand the Mutes:

pm (shipmate), bm (cabman),

MB(slumber), mb (dumb).

trn (tmesis), tm (titmouse),

ili7
7=i/Fr(contempt),md=mbd (lambda),

km (acme), gm (figment),

mg (steam-gun).

d. The Semi-vowel Nand the Mutes:

pn (pneumatics), pn (cheapness),

np (tan-pit), nb (sunburnt).

tn (stoutness), dn (goodness), NT (flint),

kn (blackness), Ten (know), gn (gnaw),

nk (mankind), ng (sun-gilt).

e. The Semi-vowel Ng and the Mutes :

ngp (spring-pin), ngb (dung-beetle),

ngd (ring-dove), NyK (drink),

III.

Combinations of the Semi-vowels with the Fluid

Consonants.

a. The Semi-vowel R and the Pin id Consonants :

FT? (free), Th R (three), sr (moss-rose), ShR (Anne),

MP(lamp),

dm (headman),

mk (ginicrack),

bn (subnect),

ND (sand),

gn (indignant),

ngfc (spring-tide),

NgG (younger).
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RF (dwarf), RV(starve), RTh (north), RS (horse),

RSh (harsh), i?X(Gerni. turd)).

b. The Semi-vowel L and the Fluid Consonants :

FL (flow), SL (slow), shl (rashly, Germ. fd)(au),thl (faithless).

LF (self), (/'(calf), LV (delve), LTh (health),

LS (pulse), LSh(We\sh), LX (Germ, feeld)).

c. The Semi-vowel Mand the Fluid Consonants:

fm (deafmute), thm (Northmen), SM(smart),

shm (hash-meat; Germ, fdjmtercn, Fr. chemin).

MF(nymph, Germ. frumpf), MTh (warmth), MS(gems),

31 Sh (redemption), m%(Germ. 33Iiimd)cn).

d. The Semi-vowel Nand the Fluid Consonants :

fn (stiffness), thn (uncouthness), SN(snow), shn (cash-note.

Germ. (£d)nee).

nf (manful), Germ, (.franf), NTIi (month), NS(chance, sons),

NSh (mansion, punch), NZh (singe), n/ (Germ. *3)?ond)).

e. The Semi-vowel Ng and the Fluid Consonants :

ngf (wing-footed, Germ. 3"n^fer), NgTh (length),

NgZ (stings), ngsh (slung -shot), ng^ (Germ. !Dittgd)ett).

IV.

Spurious Semi-vowel Diphthongs.

a. Combinations ending in R:
br (fibre), tr (mitre), pr (acre), gr (ogre),

b. Combinations ending in L:
pi (staple), bl (noble), fl (rifle), tl (title),

dl (idle), kl (crookle), gl (ogle).

c. Combinations ending in 31:

sm (chasm).

Wewill collect now those combinations which are initial, final, and

medial.

1. Initial Semi-voioel Diphthongs

:

pr (prow), dr (drew), gr (grow), si (slow),

br (brow), thr (three), pi (plough), kl (clown),

fr (free), shr (shrine), bl (blow), gl (glow),

tr (true), kr (crow), fl (flow), sn (snow).

2. Final Semi-voicel Diphthongs

:

a. In simple words or stems :

rl (snarl), rs (horse), It (salt), nt (flint),

rm (arm), rsh (harsh), Id (hold), nd (sand),
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iu (barn), rk (park), 1th (health), nth (month),

rp (harp), rg (berg), Is (pulse), ns (chance),

rb (herb), lm (elm), Ish (Welsh), nsh (punch),

rf (dwarf), In (kiln), Ik (elk), nzh (singe),

rv (starve), lp (help), mp (lamp), ngk (drink),

rt (part), lb (bulb), mf (nymph), ngth (length).

rd (herd), If (self), mpt (tempt),

rth (north), Ive (delve), mth (warmth),

b. Combinations obtained by inflection :

ms (hams), ns (sons), ngs (stings).

3. Medial Semi-vowel Diphthongs

:

a. Initial combinations

:

pr (leprous),

br (fabric),

fr (life-rent),

tr (citron),

dr (midriff),

pi (poplar),

(triplet),

bl (public),

fl (chiefly),

tl (motley),

dl (Dudley),

pm (shipmate), pn (cheapness),

bm (cabman), bn (subnect),

fin (deafmute), fn (stiffness),

tm (nutmeg), tn (stoutness),

dm (headman), dn (kidney),

thr (brethren), till (toothless), thm (Northmen), thn (ethnic),

sr (moss-rose), si (gosling), sm (dismal), sn (visney),

cr (backroom), shl (rashly), slim (hash-meat), shn (cash-note),

gr (doggrel), kl (blackleg), km (acme),

gl (ugly), gm (figment),

b. Final combinations

:

rl (barley), rv (marvel), Id (shoulder),

rm (marmot), rt (garter), Is (palsy),

rn (furnish), rd (hardock), Ik (malkin),

lm (filmy), rth (burthen), lg (fulgor),

In (alnage), rs (dorsal), mp (damper),

mr (emrod), rsh (marshal), nib (ember),

ml (hemlock), rk (market), mf (roomful),

nr (Henry), rg (organ), mt (tempter),

nl (dunlin), lp (vulpine), md (lambda),

Dgl (English), lb (album), ms (crimson),

rp (carpet), If (elfin), msh (redemption),

rb (orbit), lv (culvert), ink (gimcrack),

rf (orphan), It (sultan), nig (steam-gun),

ngb (dung-beetle), ngd (ring-dove),

ngf (wing-footed), ngs (longsomc),

ngt (spring-tide), gnsh (slung-shot),

kn (cockney),

gn (stagnant).

nv (anvil),

np (tan-pit),

nb (sunburnt),

nf (manful),

nt (apprentice),

nd (tendon),

nth (anthem),

ns (census),

nz (frenzy),

nsh (mansion),

nk (mankind),

ng (sun-gilt),

ngp(spring-pin),

ng-k (clinker),

ng-g (finger).
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In the following semi-vowel combinations, one of their two mem-
bers is quiescent :

a. Tbe letter n in mn, In, e. g. condemn, kiln.

b. The letter I in Im, In, lk
} If, when they are preceded by a, and

to some extent by o, e. g. calm, holm, auln, stalk, follcs, calf, and in

hi, when preceded by ou in could, &c.

c. The mutes preceding the nasals in kn, gn, pn
}

tm, e. g. knov:,

gnaw, pneumatics, tmesis.

d. The letter L in mb, e. g. duml.

CHAPTERX.

COMBINATIONS OF THE VOWEL-CONSONANTSY AND W WITH THE

CONSONANTSAND SEMI-VOWELS.

§ 27. The vowel-consonants ic and y, as has been demonstrated

above (§ 7), are consonants generated from the vowel-sounds oo or

u in flute, and ee or i in machine, by increasing, on the one hand,

the contraction of the lips, and on the other, the pressure of the

middle of the tongue against the hard palate. Wis the consonantal

v, y the consonantal i. Both are developed from their respective

vowels by gradually emphasizing their pronunciation. Thus, if we

pronounce ce with a low voice, and gradually raise it, we arrive at

the sound of y in year ; so also, by gradually raising the voice in the

pronunciation of oo, we pass over into the sound of w in xcc. The

reason of this is, because the degree of firmness with which the

articulating stations are either partially or entirely closed in the pro-

nunciation of the consonants, corresponds entirely with the greater or

lesser pressure of the air, brought to bear against them; thus, when

we speak loudly, the articulating stations are closed firmly, and in

the degree in which our speech diminishes in loudness, the articu-

lating stations are closed less firmly. Ihe same thing we uotice in

the pronunciation of ee and oo. In the pronunciation of the former,

the middle portion of the tongue almost reaches the palate; if, now,

we suddenly increase the pressure of the air from the lungs, in order

to preserve the character of the vowel ee, we are compelled to in-

crease the pressure of the tongue against the palate ; hence, the

transition of ee or i in machine into y. The same applies to the pro-

nunciation of oo or u in flute. I hold, then, as a law, that w may

be produced by an emphasizing of u, and y by that of i. Still, this
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is not the only mode by which w and y may be generated from the

vowels oo and cc. If we pronounce oo quickly before ay, as for in-

stance, in the geographical name Douay' , this sounds just as if it was

spelled Dioay'; so too-ang, when pronounced quickly, sounds like

twang, suavity like swavity, persuade like jiersicade, yuava like

yivava, language like lanywaye. So also by sounding i in machine

quickly before any other vowel, as in siesta, Dieyo, Tierra, Sierra,

piano, it passes over into the sound of y in year ; and iest in siesta

sounds like yest in yesterday, ierr in Sierra and Tierra as if it was

spelt ycrr, and iano in piano, as if it was spelt yan-o. IF and Y,

however, are not only produced by the hardening of vowels, but also

by the softening of consonants, so Ags. yeard becomes yard, Ags.

yearn, yarn; yeonan, yawn; yealpan, yelp; yestrandaey, yesterday;

daey, day ; saeyan, say; Germ, scldayen, slay ; and also Ags. ynayan,

gnaw; maya, maw; buyen, bow; Germ, sa'yen, saw.

§ 28. The vowel-consonants w and y by the very nature of their

formation, can only be sounded after consonants or semi-vowels, and

never before them; thus, w in wring, wreck, write, &c, is quiescent,

and also before h, as in who, whole, whoop. The German words,

Wrack, Wranye, wricken, are pronounced vrack, vrany-e, vricken ;

so the Russian name Wladimir is pronounced Vladimir, and the

Swedish names, Wranyel, Wrede, Vrany-el Vred-e. Y before con-

sonants becomes i, as in ycleped, yclad, yttrium, and also in the

middle and at the end of words, as in chyst, tyrant, symbol, sylvan,

try, why, &c.

With preceding consonants, w enters into the following combina-

tions : hw in white, whet, while, where the order of the consonants is

inverted in spelling; in the Anglo-Saxon, these words were spelled

hwit, hwettan, hwil. Pw and bio do not occur in the language ; they

are of too difficult pronunciation. Tw is found in twang, dw in

dwarf, kw in quart, question, yiv in yuava, language. The com-

bination fw is out of question, because these two sounds are too

nearly related. Thw we find in thwart, sw in sweet. With the

semi-vowels, w refuses to enter into any combinations whatever.

§ 29. The combinations of the vowel-consonant #, and the conso-

nants and semi-vowels, are a little difficult to trace in the English

language, as this sound is represented by y only in the beginning of

words, as in yarn, yawn, &c, and in the middle of words, is either

not expressed at all, as in the long sound of u, or else is given by the

signs of the vowels i and e. Again, some orthoepists think they can

distinguish y where others only see i in in; as for instance, in the
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long sound of u, which Walker (171) says is exactly the pronoun

you, while Latham holds (Elementary English Grammar, § 36),

that it consists of the sound of i in pit, followed by that of w in

will, rapidly pronounced. The fact is, the precise line where i

ceases and y begins, is sometimes very difficult to say, and the only

rule that can be laid down for the detection of the latter is, that when

i or e are alone by themselves, as in sit, be, wind, they are always

vowels, but when they precede other vowels, as in radiant, opinion,

copious, aqueous, ruffian, &c, they either entirely pass over into

y, or else have a strong tendency in that direction. When these last

combinations are spoken softly and slowly, we recognize % in pit, but

when their pronunciation is emphasized, and they are spoken hur-

riedly, we hear the semi-vowel y.

From these remarks it follows that it is impossible to establish sa-

tisfactorily all the combinations between the consonants and the semi-

vowels andy; inasmuch as some combinations which are admitted

by the one are denied by the other. The only cases where all orthoe-

pists agree to give to * the sound of y, are after t in Christian, after

d in Indian, after I in bullion, stallion, and after n in pinion, onion.

Some recognize it after r in clarion, and Knowles admits it after v in

niveous. Still, I venture to suppose that an unprejudiced ear will

clearly distinguish y also in the following words, viz., pure, tube, cue,

hue, dew, bugle, few, Jew.

§ 30. The vowel-consonant w in some words exercises an influence

upon the following vowel, as in tear, what, wolf, woman, where it

communicates to a the sound of a°, and to o that of oo, but y influ-

ences the preceding consonants, which it has a tendency to break up

and to convert into sibilants. This influence of the vowel-consonant

y upon the preceding consonants, which is one of the most remark-

able linguistic phenomena, has been discussed at full length in the

work of my father and myself on " Latin Pronunciation,"* in treat-

ing on the pronunciation of the Greek zeta. The leading results

which have there been obtained, I shall here subjoin, but for further

particulars I refer the reader to the other work.

The guttural and dental mutes which originally were pronounced

firmly and distinctly, in many languages, in the course of time be-

came weakened, and were pronounced less distinctly, and in order to

strengthen them in their weakened condition, either the following i

and e, when preceding other vowels, were hardened into y, or else

* Latin Pronunciation and the Latin Alphabet, by Dr. Leonard Tafel and Prof.

R. L. Tafel. Mason Brothers, New York, 1860.
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this letter was simply inserted into stems. This insertion of y after

the mutes we notice in the Icelandic and the Danish languages. The

first effect of this letter y upon the preceding k was to change it into

t. This effect of y is exercised in the Swedish and the Magyar lan-

guages ; it is also noticed in the Latin, where it gave rise to the

spelling nuncius and nuntius, conrio and conth. The next step was

for y to be changed into the sibilants sh or sj hence the combina-

tions tsh and ts. And the last step for the sibilants sh and s to cast

off the preceding t. In a similar way t was changed into tsh and ts,

and finally into sh and s ; and g and d into dzh and dz ; and, finally,

into zh and z. The assibilation of c or k and g, at first, only assailed

these consonants, when i and e were followed by another vowel, but

in the course of time it extended to all cases where k or c and g
were succeeded by a single i or e.

With regard to the sibilation of y after the mutes, I would here

add, that this is effected by the aspirate which succeeds the hard

consonants in some languages (see above, chap. vii). For when y is

pronounced hurriedly after the dental and guttural hard consonants,

its vowel-element is extinguished by the aspirate (h) following them,

and nothing but its palatal breathing remains (see Dr. Briicke, page

74). From this palatal breathing, which is produced by the pres-

sure of the middle of the tongue against the hard palate, where the

guttural station verges towards the dental, a very small depression of

the middle of the tongue is all that is required in order to produce

the sibilant sh, which is retained in some languages, and in others

was rapidly reduced into s. The fact that the sibilation of y was

caused by the aspirate of the preceding mutes, is proved by the his-

tory of language, which teaches that the process of assibilation first

commenced among the hard consonants, and after it had long been

established among them it finally extended to the soft.

§ 81. In the English language, we notice the process of assibila-

tion in all its stages of development. Thus we find ( followed by y
in courteous, bestial. We find y assibilatcd in nature, virtue, and

the preceding t cast out in nation, martial. In the other languages

it is different; thus, in the Italian, only the combinations Is and dz=r.,

tsh=ci, and dzh—gi exist, and in the French zh=j, ge, gimjardvn,

gorge, gite, and s—d, ce
}

ci in nation, telle, cire. The reason why

in English we find these manifold forms of assibilation is this, be-

cause some Latin words were imported into England by the Normans

in the finished state of French assibilation ; hence, c before c and i

js pronounced like s as in French, while in other Latin words the as-
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sibilation commenced on English ground, thus French nature pro-

nounced with hard t, in England, first became ndtyur, and finally

natshur, and soldier was first changed into soldyer and finally into

soldzher.

§ 32. The process of assibilation was not entirely foreign to the

Anglo-Saxon before the Norman conquest. Either immediately be-

fore, or very soon after this event, we find the Saxon words cea/
}

cea/k, cent, cearl, ceosan, ciern, cyst, cyrice, cyn, cicen, cidan, cild

(it must be noticed that the Anglo-Saxon c was pronounced like k)

assibilated into chaff, chalk, cheat, churl, choose, churn, chest, church,

chiun, chicken, chide, child. This assibilation took place in the usual

manner. E in the diphthongs ea and eo was hardened into y after

the guttural c or k. Y first weakened k into t, and finally became

itself assibilated into sh (of this we have an instance in the forms

feccan and fetian to fetch) ; hence the sound tsh in chaff, &c. This

sibilation of k before ea and co afterwards extended to those cases

where it was followed by y and t, and subsequently also reduced the

French ch=sh to the same standard as in chafe, chain, chamber,

chance, chanye, charm, chaste, chief choice, &e.

[Rem. —It is a mooted point among the grammarians whether the

French ch originally sounded tsh and afterwards dropped the t, or

whether it sounded sh from the very first. In case it sounded like

tsh at first, and dropped the t afterwards, we need not assume that

the Anglo-Saxon ch extended its pronunciation to the French words,

but, on the contrary, there would be reason to suppose that the French

ch imprinted its pronunciation on the Anglo-Saxon c. This, indeed,

is hald by Dr Ripp (Physiologie d Sprache, vol. ii, page 90), while

Prof. Diez asserts (Grammatik d. Romanisehen Sprachen, vol. i, first

clition, page 190), that the French ch sounded like sh from the very

first. I side with this view of Prof Diez (although he seems to have

given it up in the second edition of his work) for this reason, that

the assibilation of c before a is entirely limited to the French, and

in the other Romance languages does not occur except in a few

foreign words. Also, it may be seen very readily how c was assibi-

lated before e and i, even when they were not followed by other vowels,

because, after the assibilation had once started in those cases where

they were followed by other vowels, it naturally extended to all cases

whatsoever, where c was followed by e. and i ; but it did not extend

to c when followed by a, o, u. Wemight assume that y was inserted

before a, as in the Icelandic and Danish languages, but this arbi-

trary insertion of y into stems is peculiar to these languages, and is

vol. viii. —2w
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not customary in the Romance tongues. But, unless c before a was

influenced by a succeeding y, it could never have been weakened into

tsh ; for it is only by the dissolving influence of this vowel-consonant

that the guttural c is changed into the dental t.

Prof Diez explains the assibilation of the French c before a in

the following manner: The Franks who conquered France, were un-

able to pronounce the hard guttural k, but instead, pronounced the

aspirate % (see Grimm, I, 179). No doubt they pronounced the

Romance c or k in the same manner, and their pronunciation seems

to have affected that of the conquered inhabitants of Gaul, who were

unable to pronounce the guttural aspirate of the Franks, and in its

stead sounded the rough sibilant s/t. Even at the present day the

guttural aspirate of the Spaniards is pronounced sh by the French

;

thus, they say Don Quichotte instead of Don Quixote. That the

French sibilant ch=sh took its origin from the guttural aspirate, is also

proved by its spelling; for ch is the German spelling of the guttural

aspirate. —The clearest evidence, however, that the assibilation of c

before a was effected by a different process from that before i and e,

is proved by the fact that c before a, after it was assibilated, sounded

like sh, but before e and i like s. For, supposing even, that the

assibilation of c before i and e, extended to c before a, we would

naturally infer that they would have the same sound, viz., s.

In support of the theory, that the sibilation of c in cluck, child,

clest, &.c, took place on Anglo-Saxon ground, and was not caused by

the French invasion, I would adduce, that, with the exception of

these few words, mentioned above, in the beginning, and a few

more at the end of words, as catch, fetch, &c, c remained firm in all

other Saxon words, and in English, at the present day, is given by /«•.

The assumption that e in eu and eo was hardened into y before the

Anglo-Saxon /.-, receives support by Prof. Hash's idea of the pronun-

ciation of these diphthongs; he says in his Anglo-Saxon grammar,

§ 17 :
" E is used before a, o, to mark the sound of y consonant, as

in the most ancient Icelandic orthography, which was probably bor-

rowed from the Anglo-Saxon, e. <j., eorl, an earl, Old Icel. earl,

modern jarl, &c. It is probable, however, that this sound of // has

been somewhat weaker than the strong y==y in Danish, as it occurs

.so frequently, and is denoted by c rather than i. It has also been

laid aside in many instances ; but that it is not a peculiar diphthongal

sound that is expressed by this c before a vowel, may be inferred as

well from the above shown likeness to the Icelandic, as from being

often, even in the Anglo-Saxon, interchanged with i, e.g.
f

seo or wrf-
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real/ 'or cielf," &c. Prof. Grimm objects to Rask's views of the pronun-

ciation of these diphthongs; he says page 258 in a foot-note : " His

(Prof. Rask's) reason that the pronunciation kj=ky is proved by the

Ags. cealf, del/ is unstable, since ea is produced from a, even when

it is not preceded by a k, as in cuM." Still, supposing even that

ca and eo did not sound yn and yo, as a general thing, and that they

were regular diphthongs composed of the vowels e and a or o, there

is no reason at all, why we should not admit the hardening of e into

y before k, preparatory to the change of this latter letter into t fol-

lowed by slt.~\

Latin c, before i and e, when imported by the French into England,

was equivalent to s, and it remained s, when it was not followed by

another vowel, e. g , centre, civil.

§ 33. Each nation seems to have a particular fondness for some one

of the sounds produced by assibilation ; so the Italians fancy tsh and

dzh, and to some small extent ts and dz, the French and Portuguese

sh and s, the Spanish tsh and th, the "NVallachians and Germans ts,

and the English tsh and dzh. This fondness the latter show by

changing the pronunciation of the French sh=ch into tsh, and the

French zh=j, ge, into dzh. In French, c is found assibilated into

ch=sh, only before a, and in such words where there was originally

an a in Latin, c. (j., cheval (cabalus), chemin (Ital. camino), chef

(caput) ; but before e and i it is reduced into s. The reason of this

is, that the sibilation of c before e and i commenced in the Latin

language itself, and about the sixth and seventh centuries after Christ

this was universally pronounced ts. In the French the initial t was

dropped, and c before e and i was pronounced s. With G it was

different j this continued firm and unchanged to a very late period in

the Latin language, and, at the time, when the Latin c had already

become assibilated into ts, g still preserved its character as a soft

guttural consonant, even before i and c. Towards the close of the

Latin language, according to Prof. Diez, I, page 248, 249, 2d edit.,

it passed over into dy=dj, and thence into dzh in the Italian, and

probably also in the early French language, where it speedily lost its

initial d, and thus became zh. In this transformation it was attended

by the Latin y=j, with which it frequently interchanged; thus, both

Ital. yiorno and French journee are derived from the Lat. diurnum ;

and in the Middle-age Latin we find mudius, instead of majus. G
before e and i and j were thus early considered as homogeneous

sounds, and continued to be treated as such in the French, where

both are pronounced zh. From the French this sound was imported
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into England by the Normans, but as the Anglo-Saxons had a predi-

lection for tsh and dzh, in the same manner in which they changed

the French sh=ch into tsh, they also converted zh=j and g before e

and i into dzh. This pronunciation of j and g has prevailed in the

English language up to the present day.

In words of Anglo-Saxon origin the English preserved g from

being assibilated even before c and i, e. g., give, get, &c. ; however,

the double Anglo-Saxon g, which is spelled eg, when a final, became

assibilated, so ecg, seeg, vecg, flecg, herge, brycg, liryeg, &c, became

edge, sedge, wedge, fledge, hedge, bridge, ridge. The second finally

in Anglo-Saxon, according to Prof. Grimm (I, 265), is always pro-

duced when the derivative syllable i is dropped ; thus, serg is instead

of segi, lecgan for legjan, liryeg for hrygi. From this Dr. Rapp

concludes (II, 176), that very probably g retained from this original

i ox y a tendency to assibilate, when it came under French influence

after the conquest. This assibilation of eg into dzh is analogous to

that of cc into tsh, as in streecan (stretch), vrccca (wretch), viece

(witch), tviccjan (twitch), vacce (watch), feccan (fetch), which is

explained by Prof. Grimm (I, 265, 266) in the following way

:

" When a consonant is doubled, the first is pronounced more strongly,

and the second more lightly; hence, in the case of gg the first was

spelled c in Anglo-Saxon, as seeg instead of segge. When c was

doubled, the second became aspirated before e and i ; because before

these vowels every c has a tendency to become aspirated ; hence the

spelling fecche, wrccche, cacche, wacche, kyechen in the Old English.

This vh, which originally was a guttural aspirate, gradually partook

of the nature of the dental aspirate sh, and [we may add, favored by

the general fondness of the Anglo-Saxon for the combination tsh'} cch

became tsh, as in fetch, wretch, catch, watch, kitchen." In the course

of time, g and c, also, became assibilated in some words after n, as in

tinge, swinge, cringe, twinge, and bench, finch, drench.

§ 34. Our investigations have thus far proved that the process of

assibilation commenced in the Anglo-Saxon before the Norman inva-

sion. This assibilation commenced with a certainty in c, when it

was an initial, as in ccac which became cheek, and it was preparing

for assibilation at the end of words, as in feccan, fed an, which was

changed into fetch. The sound of the Anglo-Saxon assibilated c was

tsh, which it imprinted upon the French sh=ch in chamber, chance, &c.

Analogous to the sound tsh from c, dzh was developed from g, whether

before or after the Norman invasion, is uncertain. This sound was

developed in some Saxon words, as in hricg, ridge, and it also re-
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dueed the French zh in j, gc, and g ;
, to the same standard as in just,

general, gist. In ce and ci in centre, civil, &c, (he French sound of

'•, viz., s, was retained.

There are thus found in the English language of the present day,

1, the Anglo-Saxon assibilation of c into tsh, and of g into dzh.

which reduced to the same standard the French ?/t and zh, and 2,

the French assibilation of c into s; but in addition to these there is

Sj the English assibilation, which is a product of the more modern

times. This third process is promoted by the modern English ten-

dency of making the accented syllable of a word prominent, and

passing quickly over the unaccented syllables. It is by no means as

energetic as the previous processes by which the Latin and Anglo-

Saxon gutturals were transformed into dentals, and it exercises its

influence only upon the dental hard and soft consonants, which it

assibilates into tsh and <h.h, and upon the letter s, which it thickens

into the rough sibilant ah. The efficient cause of this assibilation is

again i in machine hardened into y, or the short first member of the

long sound of u, developed into the same letter, acting upon the pre-

ceding t, d, and s.

The first step in the modern English assibilation of t and d con-

sists in imparting to i in machine the sound of y ; the conditions

under which this is effected have been specified above (§ 27),

where it was stated that when i in machine, before another vowel, is

emphasized and pronounced hurriedly, it is developed into y. The

second step consists in y being assibilated into sh, when preceded by

t, and into zh, when preceded by d. In accented syllables t and d

remain in the first state of assibilation, as in tube and dew or duke ;

in dew we recognize a decided y, but in tube its vowel-element is al-

most entirely extinguished by the aspirate following the hard conso-

nant. In unaccented syllables y manifests a decided tendency to

become assibilated, as in cordial, gradual, nature, virtue; indeed,

popular pronunciation makes it a general rule to assibilate those let-

ters under these circumstances. In polite pronunciation, however,

this tendency of assibilating those letters is checked, and while popular

pronunciation is in favor of sounding cclestshal, courtshous, te-dzhous,

verdzhiire, polite pronunciation says celestyal, courtyous, te-dyous,

rerdyure ; nay, some ortboepists deny entirely the existence of y in

these words, and maintain that t in celestial is i in pit.

Walker makes the following remarks on this subject (§ 293) :

•'The tendency of the vowels i o u to coalesce after a dental, and

draw it to aspiration, makes us hear tedious, odious, and insidious,
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pronounced as if written te-jc-us, o-jee-us. and in-sid-je-us

nay, it may be affirmed, that so agreeable is this sound of d to the

analogy of English pronunciation, that, unless we are upon our guard,

the organs naturally slide into it. It is not, however, pretended that

this is the politest pronunciation; for the sake of analogy it were to

be wished it were : but an ignorance of the real powers of the letters,

joined with a laudable desire of keeping as near as possible to the

orthography, is apt to prevent the d from going into j (dzh), and to

make us hear o-de-its, te-de-us, &c. On the other hand, the vulgar,

who in this case are right by instinct, not only indulge in the aspi-

ration of the d, which the language is so prone to, but are apt to

unite the succeeding syllables too closely, and to say o-jus and te-jus,

instead of o-je-us and ie-je-vs, or rather ode-yus, and tede-yus."

Indeed, so many different opinions prevail with regard to this assibi-

lation of d and also of t that scarcely any two orthoepists agree about

the pronunciation of some words. Thus, according to Worcester

(Dictionary of the English Language, § 24), by Walker, the pronun-

ciation of Educate is thus noted, ed'jU-kat; by Sheridan, Jones, En-

field, Fulton and Jameson, thus, ed'u-kat ; and by Perry, Knowles,

Smart and Reid, thus, ed'u-kat; by Worcester himself, ed'yiikdte.

Nature, by Walker, thus, nd'chur ; by Sheridan and Jones, thus,

nd'chur; by Perry, Enfield, and Reid, thus, nd'tur; by Jameson,

Knowles, and Worcester, himself, thus, ndt'yur ; by Smart, thus,

nd'tur or nd'chor.

After making a careful investigation of the whole subject of the

modern English assibilation of t and d, I have come to the conclusion

that this process has not yet settled down into fixed forms ; although

its proper limits are now much more closely defined, than they were

seventy years ago. For, at the time of Nares (see " Elements of

Orthoepy, London, 1784," page 130), it had become customary to

assibilate I before u not only in unaccented but also in accented sylla-

bles, while, at the present day, even in the mouth of the people, its

assibilation is now generally confined to unaccented syllables. Within

the limits of the unaccented syllables, however, a great vacillation is

observed even at the present day. In a subsequent part of my in-

vestigation, in treating on the pronunciation of the vowels in unac-

cented syllables, I propose to discuss this subject at full length.

The modem English assibilation of 8, or rather its thickening into

sh and zh, has become more fixed. This influences not only those

words in the English language which are spelled with a, as pension,

pleasure, but also those where c and t were imported into England in
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the French assibilated form of s. T is assibilated in French in all

those words where it precedes i followed by another vowel, as in

nation, patient, essentiel ; except where it is preceded by $ and x, as

in celestiel, mixture: there it has the hard sound of t, and this it

was which was imported by the Normans into England in these words.

The former t, viz., t in nation, in English, therefore, comes under

the head of s, while the latter, viz., t in celestial, mixture, comes under

that of/; under this last head, also, comes t in nature, which is hard

in French, but together with celestial, question, mixture, is assibilated

in English. With regard to the peculiar process by which s is thick-

ened into sh and zh, this is again owing to the following i hardened

into y. With 8 we find fusion, cession, treasure, nauseous, sensuous,

Usual, transient; with t, militia, nation, tertian, initial, patient, se-

ditious; with c, acacia, social, logician, ocean, ancient, species, pirc-

cious, cretaceous. In sure, s is thickened even in an accented sylla-

ble. The only instances where s is not thickened when followed by

i or e, are enthusiasm, gaseous, gypseous, exosseous. In calceatcd,

halcyon, cynosure, caseous, the authorities are divided.

With regard to the complete absorption or partial retention of the

vowel i or e, after assibilating the preceding t, d, or cj, or thickening

the preceding s, as in social and associate, ambrosia and cassia, theo-

logian and Stygian, &c, it will be discussed fully in a subsequent

part.

§ 35. There now only remains for me to present in a synopsis the

results of our preceding investigation :

I. Combinations of Wand the Consonants and Semi-

Vowels.
a. After Consonants

:

hw (white), tw (twang), dw (dwarf), kw (quarter), gw (language),

thiv (thwart), sw (sweet).

b. Be/ore Consonants and Semi- Vowels ; where w is mute:

toh (who), wr (write).

II. Combinations of Y with the Consonants and Semi-

Ar OWELS.

Combinations acknowledged by Orthoepists generally,

ty (Christian), dy (Indian).

ly (bullion), vy (onion), ry (clarion).

III. Combinations obtained by Assibilation.

1. Anglo-Saxon As:>ibilation.

a. Assibilation of C, K

:

tsh {cheek, fetch, bench).
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French .s/t changed into tsh (chafe, chance).

b. Assibilation of (J :

dzh (ridge, edge).

French zk changed into dzh (gender, gist, joy).

2. French Assibilation.

Assibilation of C;

8 (centre., civil).

3. Modern English Assibilation.

a. Assibilation of T

:

ty (tube, Christian), tsh (question, nature).

b . Ass ib ila tion ofDz
dy (tedious, deio), dzh (cordial, soldier).

c. Assibilation of S, i. e. Sproper and French S in ti, ci, and ce

s thickened into sh (pension, treasure, transient).

French s it? ti thickened into sh (nation, patient).

French s in ci and ce thickened into sh (social, precious, ocean).

CHAPTERXL

ON CONSONANTALTRIPHTHONGS.

§ 36. These combinations in stems are mere amplifications of the

semi-vowel diphthongs ; thus, in the beginning of words they must

always end either in r or /, and at the end of words they may begin

with any of the semi-vowels generally. In English, at the beginning

of words, we only find combinations commencing with s, as spl in

spleen, spr in spring, str in string, skr in screw, and ski in the old

word ski ere ; with the vowel-consonant w as its last member we find

the triphthong skio in squall. At the end of words we find rid in

world, rsl in worst, first, burst, rtsh in march, search, rdzh in large,

gorge; with / we find 1st in whilst, Ifth in twelfth, Ikt in mulct ; witli

m, rapt in contempt, nips in glimpse ; with n, ntsh in bench, ndzh in

fringe • with guttural it, nkf in distinct, nks in minx. The only

triphthong without a semi-vowel is kst in text. In addition to these

there are, however, many combinations ending in 8, or <^ and t, which

are obtained by the inflexion of nouns and verbs, as kts in acts, s}>s

in hasps, Jts in rafts, sts in lasts, ski in flasks, spt in lisped, skt in
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ashed, and numberless combinations with the semi-vowels, as in arms,

barns, elms, kilns, harps, herbs, parts, herds, parks, helps, bulbs,

sal/s, etc., and with t or d, in limped, linked, starved, singed, &c.

Among dissyllables and polysyllables generally we may distinguish

three classes of words: 1. Such as have become dissyllables by pre-

fixes, as enclose, complete, &c. 2. By suffixes, as kindred, children ;

and 3, such as are regular compounds of two nouns, adjectives, &c,
as landmark, bookcase, &c. Those of the- last-named class are ne-

cessarily not as closely conjoined as the former, and there is no end,

consequently, to the triphthongs that may be obtained in this manner,

as in beartrap, bedstead, beefsteak, blacksmith, &c. Those triph-

thongs which are obtained by prefixes, are limited to combinations

beginning with b, k, s, m, n, and r. With b, we find them in

abstain, obscure, substance; with k in cxtirp, with s in disgrace,

m in circumspect, complain, employ, improve, n in congress, inflate,

r in perspire. A greater freedom prevails in the combinations ob-

tained by suffixes, as in paltry, spinster, &c. ; or where the second

noun of the composition has dwindled down to a mere suffix, as in

palfrey, osprey, &e. Among this class we distinguish three kinds

of composition, 1, where the first and third members arc semi-vowels,

and where there is a consonant in the middle, as in fortress, culprit,

kindred, &c. 2, where the semi-vowel is the first member, and is

followed by two consonants, as in bolster, spinster, &c, and 3, where

the semi-vowel is the last member, and is preceded by two conso-

nants, as in frustrate, osprey. The greatest number of combinations

we find in the first class. With r as first and last members, we find

rtr in fortress, portress, Bertram, Gertrude; with r first and Hast,

rgl in burglar; with r first and m last, rtm in department, mort-

main. With I first and r last, we fiud Ipr in culprit, Ifr in palfrey,

Itr in filtrate, paltry, sultry, Idr in caldron, children, Ikr in ful-

crum. With m first and r last, we find mpr in lamprey, mbr in

cambric, membrane, mfr in Humfrcy ; with m first and I last, mpl

in templar, exemplar, mbl in tumbler, gambler. With n first and r

last, we find ntr in sentry, entry, huntress, ndr in kindred, tendril,

hundred ; with n first and I last, ntl in gauntlet. With guttural n

and r, we find ngr in hungry. Among the combinations of the

second class, with the semi-vowel first and two consonants afterwards,

we find combinations with r in torstcn, with I in bolster, soldier,

with m in Siinjjson, redemption, sumpter, rhymster, with n in

spinster, with guttural n in sphincter, tungsten. Among those

triphthongs ending in semi-vowels, we find sir in frustrate, ostrich,

vol. vin. —2x
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mistress, &c, spr in osprey, stl in restless, &c, c£/' in victress, actress,

dfr in Godfrey. Triphthongs composed of consonants alone are pst

in capstan, bst in lobster, kst in huckster. The triphthongs of the

second class which end in consonants, are also found at the end of

words, as rst in burst, Idzh in bulge, nips in lamps, mpt in contempt.

But the triphthongs of the first and third class, when placed at the

end of words, lose their character as triphthongs, and the last semi-

vowel is pronounced in such a manner as to seem to constitute a

syllable by itself, as in centre, crumble, &c. Among those combina-

tions which are spelled as triphthongs, we find a few ending in r, as

ntr in centre, autre, nkr in chancre, ptr in sceptre, sir in lustre, ktr

in spectre. All other combinations terminate in I. With r as their

first member, we find rp>l in purple, rbl in marble, rtl in turtle, nil

in curdle, rkl in circle, sparkle, rgl in gargle. Among those com-

binations beginning with the nasals, we see their affinity for their

respective consonants demonstrated. So we find mpl in ample,

pimple, temple, mbl in amble, crumble, nimble, &c, nil in mantle,

pintle, ndl in bundle, candle, fondle, nkl in ankle, rankle, ngl in

angle, dangle, &c. T, when it is the second member of a triphthong,

becomes cpuiescent, as in btl in subtle, in stl in hostler, castle, bustle,

bristle, whistle, &c, k in muscle, p in empty.

§ 37. Combinations of four consonants and semi-vowels occur in

compositions of two nouns, as in feldspar, palsgrave, spendthrift,

&c. ; by prefixes, we get abstract, adscript, conscript, explain, ex-

press, extra, instruct, abstract, and by suffixes, minstrel, temptress,

seamstress, songstress, dextral.

§ 38. In the following scheme are exhibited the various triph-

thongal combinations

:

I. Triphthongs in Monosyllables.

;i. At the Beginning of Words:

spl (spleen), spr (spring), str (string), skr (screw), ski (sklere),

slew (squall).

b. At the End of Words:

rid (world), rst (worst), rtsh (march), rdzh (large).

1st (whilst), Ifth (twelfth), Vet (mulct).

mpt (contempt), nips (glimpse).

ntsh (bench), ndzh (fringe).

nks (minx).

o. Triphthongs composed of Consonants only:

kst (text).
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d. Triphthongs obtained by Inflexion : in acts, hasps, rafts, lasts,

flasks, lisped, asked, arms, barns, elms, kilns, harps, herbs, limped,

linked, starved, singed, &c.

II. Triphthongs in the Middle of Words.

1. By Composition of two Nouns :

In bedstead, beefsteak, blacksmith, &c.

2. By Prefixes:

In abstain, obscure, substance; extirp ; disgrace; circumspect, com-

plain, employ, improve; congress, inflate; perspire.

3. By Suffixes.

a. With Semi-voicels as their first and last members:

rtr (fortress), rgl (burglar), rtm (department).

Ipr (culprit), Ifr (palfrey), Itr (nitrate), Idr (caldron), Ikr (ful-

crum).

mpr (lamprey), mbr (cambric), mfr (Humfrey), mpl (templar).

mbl (tumbler).

ntr (entry), ndr (kindred), ntl (gauntlet).

ngr (hungry).

b. The Semi-vowels as first members, followed by two Consonants

:

rst (torsten), 1st (bolster), Idzh (soldier), mps (Simpson), mpslt

(redemption), mpt (sumpter), mst (rhymster), nst (monster),

ndzh (angel), nkt (sphincter), ngst (tungsten).

c. The Semi-voioels as last members, preceded by two Consonants :

str (frustrate), spr (osprey), stl (restless), ktr (actress), dfr (God-

frey).

d. Triphthongs composed of Consonants only :

bst (lobster), kst (huckster), pst (capstan).

III. Spurious Triphthongs.

a. Ending in R :

ntr (centre), nkr (chancre), ptr (sceptre), str (lustre), ktr (spectre).

b. Ending in L :

rpl (purple), rbl (marble), rtl (turtle), rdl (curdle), rkl (sparkle).

rgl (gargle), mpl (ample), mbl (arable), ntl (mantle), mil (can-

dle), nkl (ankle), ngl (angle).

c. The middle Consonants suppressed

:

t in btl (subtle), stl (bustle).

k in ski (muscle).

p in mpt (empty).
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IV. Combinations of Four Consonants and Semi- vowels.

a. By Composition of two Nouns

:

In feldspar, palsgrave, spendthrift, &c.

b. By Prefixes :

In explain, express, extra, instruct, obstruct.

c. By Suffixes:

In minstrel, temptress, seamstress, songstress, dextral.

CHAPTERXII.

SYLLABIFICATION.

§ 39. Wemay look upon the words of language from two points

of view. First, we may take an etymological, and, secondly, a pho-

nological view of them.

Etymology teaches us that in the Arian family of languages all

stems were originally monosyllabic. These, in the course of time,

by derivation, became polysyllabic. Etymology very carefully points

out these monosyllabic stems, and explains the origin and the use of

the several prefixes and suffixes which were subsequently added to

them. An etymological division of a word into its component parts,

therefore, consists in its resolution into those syllables of which it

had been originally composed.

Phonology proceeds otherwise. It takes the words of language as

it finds them, without investigating the manner in which they have

been produced. Phouologically considered, each word is composed

of one or several articulations or joints. Each of these joints con-

sists of a vowel which is either entirely open, as in /, a-orta, o-asis,

ide-a, or else partially or entirely surrounded by semi-vowels and con-

sonants, as in to, in, p>ut, sport. The joints arc called open when the

vowels are not followed by any semi-vowels or consonants, as in so,

me, di-al, bri-ar, &c., and they are called closed when they are fol-

lowed by one, two, or three consonants and semi-vowels, as in an,

ship, park, thirst. Each word maybe divided into its respective

joints, but these joints are not the same with the etymological sylla-

bles. Sometimes they agree, as in monosyllables; but, in polysylla-

bles, they very frequently disagree.

In order to tell correctly the phonological articulations or joints of

words, we must have clear ideas of the manner in which the several
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sounds composing them are enunciated. The vowels may be pro-

nounced in three different ways. In accented syllables, they are

either long or short, and in unaccented syllables they are more or less

reduced. The lonij vowels are pronounced loud in the beginning,

but the voice tapers off towards their close. They present, therefore,

quite a small front to the following consonants and semi-vowels. The
short vowels, on the other hand, instead of decreasing, seem rather

to expand during their short existence, and to rush with full force

against the following consonants. The reduced vowels, finally, which

are only found in unaccented syllables, are of an indifferent kind,

and neither increase nor decrease their small compass; still, in some

cases, they partake somewhat of the nature of the short vowels. The

long vowels, therefore, combine in a different manner with the fol-

lowing semi-vowels and consonants than the short; the former esta-

blishing quite a slight conjunction with them, but the latter an inti-

mate one. The connection of the reduced vowels, also, with the suc-

ceeding consonants and semi-vowels, is as lax as that of the long

vowels. —The consonants and semi-vowels, again, are pronounced in

a different manner when preceded by long and reduced and when

by short vowels. In the former case, their initial element is very

weak and scarcely audible, but in the latter it is quite emphatic;

hence, after short vowels, the consonants and semi-vowels are said to

be sharpened.

§ 40. When one joint ends in a vowel, and another begins with

one, their division does not present any difficulty; for, although no

break of the voice occurs in their pronunciation, still there is a

change operated in the configuration of the organs of speech, by

which change the former vowel is suddenly brought to a close, and

passes over into the following. The break in these words, therefore,

naturally occurs after the first vowel, e. g., a-orta, ti-ar, May-o, ide-a.

§ 41. When a consonant or semi-vowel is between the two vowels,

the case is more intricate. All articulated sounds, excluding the

vowels, may be divided into continuants and explodents. The continu-

ants include the fluid consonants and the semi-vowels, and the explo-

dents the hard and soft. When continuants are medial, there is no ac-

tual break in the word either; for they form a continuous passage from

one vowel to another. Still, there are indentations noticed which

point out the terminations of the joints. When the vowel, in the

first joint, is long, the indentation is immediately after this vowel
;

for the voice in its pronunciation tapers off, and the long vowel is

thus connected but very slightly with the following continuant. When
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the long vowel is followed by an explodent, there is actually a break

between the two; for the initial element of an explodent, after a long

vowel, is silent, while that of a continuant is heard. Compare pa-per

and clai-mant. This also applies to those words where the semi-vowels

r and / furnish the vowel element of the second syllables. The break

in these words is immediately after the long vowels, as in sa-bre, ni-

tre, a-cre, o-gre, sta-ple, a-ble, bi-ble, ti-tle, cra-dle, ea-gle. When
the preceding vowel is short, the initial element of the following con-

tinuants or explodents is intimately connected with it. This, therefore,

forms a part of the first joint, but their final element is just as inti-

mately connected with the following vowel, and, therefore, forms a

part of the following joint. With the continuants, therefore, when

a word is pronounced slowly, there is an indentation, and, with the

explodents, a break between their initial and final elements whenever

they are preceded by short vowels.

On account of the clear enunciation of both elements of the medial

continuants and explodents, when preceded by a short vowel, they are

frequently doubled in spelling, as in hammer, bonnet, marry, blossom,

coffer, rabbit, bladder, waggon, &c. The first letter, in these in-

stances, stands for the initial, and the second for the final element

;

but, sometimes, the short vowels are followed by single continuants

and explodents, as in rapid, robin, Latin, fimid,va!or, arid. The ques-

tion here arises whether these medial letters belong to the first or to

the second joint. It is true that this question is one of orthography

merely ; for, although spelled with one letter only, the initial and

final elements in these continuants and explodents are as clearly pro-

nounced as when they are spelled double; thus, rapid, robin, Latin,

timid, <£c, we pronounce as if spelled rap-pid, rob-bin, Lat-tin, tim-

mid. The question, then, to which of these two syllables these rue-

dials are to be adjoined in spelling, is simply resolved into this : Which

one of these two elements, the initial or the final, is the most impor-

tant ? I unhesitatingly reply, the initial ; for this, at all events,

commences the letter, and is most intimately embraced by the pre-

ceding vowel. Still, this affinity of the initial element of medial

continuants and explodents for the preceding vowels is limited to those

cases where they are preceded by short vowels, and does not extend

to the preceding long and reduced vowels. In both these cases, the

final element prevails over the initial, and the continuants and explo-

dents, therefore, arc drawn into the following syllables. In the case of

the long vowels, this has been shown above, but in that of the reduced,

the following examples may be adduced : re-h'r/',cc-chin', pe-rusc, ehe-
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roots' j me-chan'-ic, c-pis'-tle, cc-les'-tlal, me-mo'-rial, de-cim'-eter, me-

dic -i-nal, pe-nin'-su-la, &c. It will be remembered that the reduced

vowels occur in unaccented syllables, whether before or after the ac-

cented syllables. As soon as the reduced vowels are removed two

syllables from the accented one, and receive the secondary accent,

and, by virtue of this accent, from reduced are made short, they ex-

ercise their power of attraction over the following continuants and

explodents, and draw them into the same joints with themselves, e.g.,

bec'-a-Ji'-co, ec'-o-nom'-ic, ed'-i-to'-rial, el'-o-cu'-tion, cer'-e-mo'-nious,

cat'-e-chet'-ic, ct'-y-mol'-o-gy, mer'-i-to'-rious, ciu'-e-rit'-ious, rej'-or-

ma'-tion, res' -o-lv! -lion. When reduced vowels follow the accented

syllables, the case is the same. They have no power to draw the fol-

lowing continuants or explodents into their own syllables, e. g., ap'-

pc-tite, com'-e-dy, se'-cre-cy, su'-re-ty, bul'de-tin, ar'-se-nal, cal'-cedon ;

but as soon as they receive the secondary accent, the initial overcomes

the final element, e. g., cem'-e-ter'-y, cac'-o-chym'-y, pal'-i-nod'-y, cel'-

i-ba$'(c)-y, del'-i-cac'-y, am'-a-tor'-y, mon' -i-tor' -y . When the vowel,

in an unaccented syllable, is followed by two consonants or semi-

vowels, it does not become reduced to the same degree as when it

is followed by a single consonant, and sufficient power remains to

it to attract one of the two consonants, as in ver-bose', es-carp' , ad'-

ver-tise', ges-ta'-tion, ser-pi'-go, sen-ten' -thus, len-tril'-o-qvy, and, also,

in trav'-es-ty, lib'-er-ty, cal'-en-der, an'-ec.-dote. Still, when the two

consonants k and s are expressed by the letter x, the preceding un-

accented vowel has no power to appropriate it, e. g., an'-nexa'-tion,

cach'-e-.ry.

§ 42. When two continuants or explodents are medial, they present

one of the following combinations : 1, two explodents; 2, one explo-

dent followed by a continuant; 3, a continuant followed by an explo-

dent; and 4, two continuants. The combination of two explodents,

as in pt, kt, is equivalent to that of a double mute ; for, as in wag-

gon, the first g represents the initial, and the second the final element,

so also in actor, baptist, k and p are pronounced by the closing, and t

by the opening of the articulating stations, as has been shown above in

the article on consonantal diphthongs. (The same division applies to

those words where the semi-vowels r and I furnish the vowel element

of the second syllables, as in sceptre, spectre, where the break occurs

between the two mutes, viz., scep-tre, spec-tre. In subtle, b is quies-

cent, and the vowel, in pronunciation, combines immediately with

t; this word, therefore, is divided thus, subt-le.) This is still more

the case when these combinations occur in compound words, where
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the second syllables are likewise accented, as in cock-tall, hip-tile,

dog-day, and also in foot-path, cud-bear, &c. The same also applies

when two explodents are preceded by an unaccented vowel, for the

vowel in this instance, as has been mentioned above, is not reduced

in the same degree as when it is followed by a single explodent, and

therefore, sufficient power remains to it to attract one of the following

letters, as in ac-tae'-a, bap-tis'-tic, cap-ta'-tion, ac-cep-ta'tion. When

two explodents are between two unaccented vowels, each one lays, like-

wise, claim to one of these letters, e. g., am' -pit ic-ty-on' -ic, &c. When
an explodent precedes a continuant, and this is a semi-vowel, these

combinations may be preceded either by a long or short vowel. When
the vowel is long, the break occurs immediately after the vowel, as in

A-pril, ma-tron, fra-grant, vi-brate, ni-tratc, mi-grate, He-brew, pe-

trous, ca-the-dral, se-cret, ne-gro ; when it is short, the break is found

between the initial and final elements of the preceding mutes, and the

following words are pronounced as if they were spelled lep-prous, cit-

tron, mid-driff, pop-plar, pub-blic, Dud-dley, mot-lloy, ug-gly. Such,

also, is the case when the continuant is a fluid consonant, as in hat-chef

(hatchet), jud-dzhing (judging), rup-pshon (ruption), ak-kshon (ac-

tion), ak-ksent (accent), ek-ksile (exile), drop-psy (dropsy), top-pftd

(topful), boo7c-hf id (booMu.1) , &c. In English orthography, these words

are all spelled with single letters, with the exception of doggrel, which

may be fairly divided into dog-grel ; but as to the question whether

the single letters in these combinations are intended to mark the

initial or final element of the mutes, I again declare in favor of the

initial element, as in all other cases, whenever the mutes are pre-

ceded by short vowels. In practical spelling, the above words may

thus be divided in the following manner : lep-rous, cit-rou, mid-riff,

pop-lar, rup-tion, ac-tion, ac-cent, drop-ay, top-fid, book-fid. The

words hat-chet and jud-ging, also, we may divide in a strictly pho-

netic manner, as ch and g in these words, are equivalent to tsh and

dzh; the insertion of t and d in these words, which facilitates their

syllabication, may be considered an argument, showing that English

orthography is not quite as irrational as it is generally reputed to be.

A difficulty arises in exile, where half of x belongs to the first, and

the other half to the second syllable. This point the English lan-

guage settles on etymological grounds, fur it decides that compound

words in syllabication are divided into their constituent members;

thus we divide ex-ile. When preceded by a reduced vowel, x be-

longs to the following syllables, as in cach-c-.cy.

Sometimes it is difficult to tell the precise place where polysylla-
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ble> are jointed, and in order to detect their breaks and indentations,

we must pronounce them very slowly, and then notice that portion

of the word on which our voice naturally rests, and which it pro-

tracts ; this is always the last letter of the joint. So in pa -per, we

rest on the vowel a, and prolong it in' timid on m, and in cit-ron on

t ; there, indeed, the voice does not continue to sound, yet the organs

of speech preserve the configuration of t. The combinations of a

continuant with an explodent we find preceded both by long and short

vowels. They are preceded by a long vowel in carpet, shoulder, and

by a short one in alpine, sultan. In pronouncing slowly carpet,

shoulder, we dilate both upon the vowels and the following semi-vowels,

and finally, land quietly in the following mutes, while in alpine,

sultan, we pass speedily over the vowels and semi-vowels, and rush

quickly against the following mutes. So, also, in after, bas7cet, we

proceed slowly towards the medial explodents, but in sister, vespers, we
reach them quickly. The effect of the preceding long vowels and

continuants upon the following mutes, is to render their initial ele-

ment perfectly inaudible, whilst it is clearly distinguished when pre-

ceded by a short vowel and a short continuant. Thus, phonology

divides car-pet, or-Lit, <jar-ter, mar-Jcet, or-gan, shoul-der, mal-Jcin,

dec, but vulp-ine, alb-um, sult-an, fulg-or, damp-er, emh-er, tend-on,

dink-er,fing-er. This distinction also extends to those cases where

the semi-vowels r and I furnish the vowel element of the succeeding o
syllables; thus we divide mar-hie, star-tie, spar-kle, gar-glc, but

we say amb-le, ank-le, dan-gle, pur-ple, turt-le, lust-re. Still, al-

though the preceding short vowels have a tendency to draw the

explodents, after the continuants, into the first syllable, it is doubtful

whether it is advisable to carry out this distinction in practical

syllabication, especially since this is not productive of alteration in

the pronunciation of these words. I therefore propose to divide

those words where the combination of a continuant and a mute is

preceded by a short vowel, in the same way as when it is preceded

by a long vowel, and thus to syllabize vul-pine, al-lum, sul-tan,ful-

gor, dam-per, em-ber, ten-don, am-ble, pur-ple, tur-tle, lus-tre ; with

the exception of clin/c-er, fing-er, an-kle, dang-le, where for orthogra-

phical reasons the gutturals cannot be separated from the nasals, and

of st in Hastings, chasten, &c, where both letters are pronounced

with the last syllable. When the following syllables are likewise ac-

cented, they always attract the preceding mutes, e. g. har-poon, gar-

boil, pan-dect, bel-dam, sun-burnt, man-7ci)id, ivash-tub, Glas-gow,

&c. The same is the case when this combination is preceded by a
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reduced vowel, as in ap'-os-titme, ap'-er-ture, bal'-der-dash, cal'-en-

rfcr, cham'-per-tor, mod'-es-fy, lib'-er-ty, prot'-es taut, &e. ; also in

ar'-en-ta-tion, cer-tif'-i-cate, ges-ta'-tion, len-ti'-go, mer-cu'-ri-al, ser-

pi'-gOf ver-bal'-i-ty, ver-tic'-i-ty, and 'when the vowel has the secondary

accent, as in col' -ber-tine, as'-per-na'-tion , cs'-ca-ladc', res' -ti-ta'-t ion.

When two continuants are medial, the voice rests on the first and

protracts it; hence, the break occurs in the middle between the two

letters, as in bar-ley, mar-mot, fur-nish, fil-my, al-nage, cm-rod,

hem-lock, Ilen-ry, dun-lin, Eng-lish, or-phan, mar-vel, marshal,

el-Jin, census, an-them, fren-zy, &c. Some of these words have a

tendency to draw both continuants into the first syllable, as furn-ish,

filmy, orph-an, marv-el, marsh-al, elf-in, but it is questionable

whether this tendency ought to be indulged in practical syllabication.

When a reduced vowel precedes, the break is still in the middle be-

tween the two continuants, as in rit'-or-nel, cham'-ber-lain, sol'-em-nize,

Ber-mu'-das, ver-nac'-u-lar, cen so'-ri-ovs, and also when the vowel

has the secondary accent, as in mal' -versa' -tion, ster'-nu-ta'-tion.

§ 43. When triphthongal combinations of continuants and mutes

are medial, the break is always immediately after the first continu-

ant or mute, e. g., for-tress, bur-glar, cul-p>rit, pal-frey, fil-trate, cal-

dron, ful-crum, lam-prey, cam-brie, Hum-frcy, tcm-plar, tum-bler,

en-try, kin-dred, torsten, bolster, sol-dier, Sim-pson, redem-ption,

sum-pter, rliym-ster, monster, an-gel, tungsten, frus-trate, os-prey,

ac-tress, God-frey, lobster, huckster, capstan. In hungry, sphincter,

for orthographical reasons, we must divide hung-ry, sphinc-ter.

§ 44. When combinations of four continuants and mutes are me-

dial, the break is invariably after the first member ; thus, we say

minstrel, te77i-Q)yress, songst?-ess, dccstral (dex-tral).

§ 45. Practical English syllabication is a compromise between the

etymological and phonological division of words. The etymological

division is resorted to :

1. In all words compounded of two independent English words,

whether they be nouns, adjectives, verbs, prepositions, or any other

parts of speech, e. g., short-hand, bug-bear, cut-throat, book-fid, off-

hand, vp-hohl, u'ith-draw, mistake, &c.

2. In such words where suffixes are appended, and where, after

dropping the suffix, we obtain a simple English word, e. g., connect-ed,

treat-ed, silk-en, oak-en, eat-en, chick-en, cat-er, drink-cr, old-er, i cist-

ern, v;est-crn, nail-ery, breic-ery ; countless, heir-ess, art-less, blame-

less; brmiih-h t, stream-let
;
pa ee-ment, pun ish-ment, ajit-ncss,gnod-ncss,

bind-ing, sing-ing; cat-kin, lamb-kin; bird-ling, dump-ling ; court-
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ship, clerk-ship; icise-ly, brother-ly ; duke-dom, king-dom ; blithe-

some, hand-some ; boy-hood, man-hood; bliss-fid, spoon-fid, &c.

Still, this rule cannot be carried out in all cases, for, in order to pre-

serve the correct pronunciation, we must divide ta-hen, marker, ba-

kery, fia-ming. "When any of the above suffixes belong to simple

words, as in open, garden, oven, Peter, anger, muster, flutter, lucern,

&c, or when the simple words are dissyllables, contracted into mono-

syllables, before the suffixes are appended to them, as in brethren,

hunt reus, portress, mistress, &c, the division into syllables is made

according to the phonological laws, viz., o-pen, gar-den, ov-en, Pe-ter,

an-ger, mus-ter, flut-ter, lu-cern, breth-ren, hunt-ress, port-ress, mist-

ress.

3. In such words of Greek and Latin descent, which are generally

recognized to be compounded even by non-classical scholars, e. g.,

d'lno-cracy, ortho-doxy, poly-gamy, geo-gnosy, cosmo-gony, theo-logy,

soli-loqny, pyro-latry, logo-machy, geo-mancy, poly-ma thy, geo-mctry,

astro-nomy, mono-poly, allo-patJiy, horo-scopy, philosophy , ana-tomy.

Still, it would be advisable to divide these words according to the

phonological laws, c. g., de-moc-ra-cy, or'-tho-dox-y, podyg'-a-my, ge-

og-no-sy, cos-mog'-o-ny, thc-olo-gy, &c.

4. All prefixes usually form separate syllables, e. .g, ab-ominate,

ad-orn, bedong, consider, contra-diet, circum-vent, di-gest, dis-use,

de-dicate, edicit, ex-ile, in-oculate, intro-duce, inter-val, ob-tuse, per-

ceive, pre-dicatc, post-pone, retrospect, pro-mote, re-formation, se-duce,

sub-ordinate, super-add, trans-act, &c. It is questionable, however,

whether it would Dot be much better to divide all these words accord-

ing to the phonological laws, viz., a-dom, ded-i-cate, pred-i-cate,

transact, &c.

An etymological division of words is artificial. It may please the

eye to have words divided etymologic-ally at the end of a line, yet for

the purposes of exhibiting the true pronunciation of a word, in pro-

nouncing dictionaries and spelling books, they ought always to be di-

vided phonologically. It will be seen in a subsequent part that a know-

ledge of the true articulation of English words is of great importance

in order to solve satisfactorily the problem of English pronunciation

and orthography.

§ 46. I now propose to state the Principles of Phonological Syl-

labification in English

:

1. When two vowels meet in a dissyllable, the first belongs to the

preceding, and the second to the succeeding syllable, viz., cha-os,

Sto-ic.
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2. When one continuant or explodent is medial, and this is pre-

ceded by a long or reduced vowel, the following continuant or explo-

dent belongs to the second syllable, e. g., pa'-per, sce'-ne-ry, me'-lio-

rate, re-lie/', me-chan'-ic, me-dic'-i-nal. When it is preceded by a

short vowel, or by a vowel with the secondary accent, it belongs to

the preceding vowel, c. g., rap'-id, el'-e-gance, pref'-a-tor'-y, et'-y-

mol'-o-gy, cem'-e-ter'-y.

3. When two continuants or explodents are medial, the first belongs

to the preceding, and the second to the succeeding syllable, e. g., ac~

tor, cit-ron, al-pine, fur-nish ; except when a long vowel precedes

the combination of an explodent followed by a continuant, c. g., ma-

tron ; and also when it precedes the combination st in Hastings, &c.

4. When three continuants and explodents are medial, the first

always belongs to the preceding, and the two others to the succeeding

syllables, \'\z., fil-trate, lobster.

5. When four continuants and explodents are medial, the first be-

longs to the preceding, and the remaining three to the following syl-

lable, e.g., minstrel.

[Rem. —A great disagreement prevails among the orthoepists and

grammarians on the subject of syllabification. Murray, Walker, &c,

hold, that when one consonant or semi-vowel is medial, it always be-

longs to the following vowel; thus, the former divides gra-vel
}

fi-nish
}

me-lon, bro-ther, bo-dy, wi-dow, prison, a-va-rice, e-ve-ry, o-ran-ges,

e-ne-my, mc-di-cine, re-present, reso-lu-tion. Ellis, on the other

hand (Essentials of Phonetics, page 67), holds that when one vowel

is found between two vowels, it ought to be taken with the first syl-

lable, when it is either long or short, and with the second when it is

reduced. Goold Brown (Grammar of English Grammars, page 180)

says : " Consonants should generally be joined to the vowels or diph-

thongs which they modify in utterance, as An-ax-ag-o-ras, ap-os-tol-

i-cal ;" and in some other places he divides riv-er, fe-ver, or-thog-ra-

pliy, the-ol-o-gy, di-vis-i-bil-i-ty. His mode of syllabizing seems to

agree in general with the principles laid down by myself; but, as his

examples are limited to the above words, I do not exactly know whe-

ther we both agree with regard to the attractive power of a preceding

reduced vowel; so, for instance, I would divide An-a-xag-o-ras, and

not An-ax-ag-o-ras. The great difference between English syllabi-

cation and that of all other languages arises from its great number

of reduced vowels, which exercise but a small attractive power on the

following consonants. Unless we clearly point out this feature in

spelling, we cannot trivc a correct idea of the articulation of English

words, and, consequently, of their pronunciation.]


